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Environmental and health risks caused by chemical substances and other stressors are often highlighted in 
professional and public debates. Public perceptions of risks from chemicals have been studied extensively, 
but relatively little attention has been paid to the production and use of information on such risks. This re-
port presents the results from a survey that focused on issues related to European level risk assessment, 
management and communication around chemicals control, on uses and limits of knowledge in these ac-
tivities, and on relationships between chemical risks and other risks. The survey was targeted to chemical 
experts, researchers and stakeholder representatives working with issues related to chemical risks. 
The issues explored with the survey include:
•   The role of various types of risk information in a regulatory and a broader communicative context
•   The role of communication and deliberation processes, including participation
•   Quantification of risks and uncertainties and tensions between different sources of knowledge
•   Severity and importance of different types of risks
•   Principle-level issues in risk management
•   Suitable methods of risk assessment
•   The use of risk maps.
All of these issues have implications for the conduct of risk assessments and in particular for the use of 
the results they provide. The results of risk assessment are frequently contested and challenged. A better 
understanding of the diversity in framing relevant information and in the intended and likely use of infor-
mation may guide researchers and analysts developing methods. Although there is no definitive solution 
to the fundamental problem of interpretation, an increased awareness of possible interpretations and of 
their relationships with risk information can be of essential help to developers and appliers of methods, to 
those providing information for them, and to those steering these activities.
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FOREwORd ANd AckNOwLEdgEMENTS
Novel methods for integrated assessment and management of the varied risks from 
environmental chemicals and other stressors to ecosystems and human health are 
much needed for governance in EU as well as elsewhere. To this end, research and 
development in the scientific basis and methods of assessment are being intensified. It 
is equally important in this connection to clarify the opinions and views of key actors 
such as experts and stakeholders about risks, risk assessment and risk management 
to aid the development of well-founded assessment methods. The present survey has 
been made to fill this need in the context of chemical risk management in the EU. 
The survey was made as a collective effort. Timo Assmuth, Mikael Hildén and Jari 
Lyytimäki in Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE) were responsible for the planning 
and overall conduct of the survey and for reporting. Timo Assmuth compiled the 
data on recipients. Jari Lyytimäki performed most of the statistical analyses. Matti 
Lindholm in SYKE took care of the technical realization of the survey including email 
delivery and automatic collection and coding of replies. Bernd Münier at the National 
Environmental Research Institute of Denmark (NERI) provided the risk map data and 
graphs and contributed to other work on this section. 
Several other partners from the NoMiracle project, notably Ortwin Renn and Chris-
tina Benighaus at Dialogik/Stuttgart University, Matthieu Craye at Joint Research 
Centre, Ad Ragas at Radboud University, Claire Mays at Institut Symlog de France, 
and Peter Sørensen at NERI, gave valuable comments on drafts of the question-
naire. Hans Løkke at NERI provided support for soliciting responses. Claire Mays 
also tested a draft version of the survey in her risk communication class at Institut 
d’Études Politiques, who are warmly thanked. We thank also the colleagues at SYKE 
who participated in a test of a draft version of the questionnaire.
The contributions and comments of the many anonymous respondents to the 
survey are gratefully acknowledged.
This work was carried out by funding from EU’s 6th Framework Programme for 
R&D within the Thematic Priority ‘Global Change and Ecosystems’ under the Con-
tract No. 003956, and from the participating organizations (mainly SYKE).
The report has been reviewed by several partners and coordinators in the NoMira-
cle project. The authors especially wish to acknowledge the valuable comments and 
suggestions by Claire Mays, Joost Lahr in Alterra, and Ad Ragas. However, the au-
thors are solely responsible for the information and views presented. 
The report is structured in accordance with the questionnaire, being divided in 
three parts (views of the importance of risk information; agreement with statements 
on risk; evaluations of risk maps), linked by a description of the methods and by initial 
discussion. Detailed results and specific comments are presented in Annexes and only 
highlighted in the main text. The statistical analyses are kept on a straightforward 
and rather simple level. Conclusions regarding issue identification, policy aspects of 
assessment and its links with research and management, as well as methodologies 
and future work have been emphasized. Additional analyses and discussions are 
presented elsewhere (e.g, Assmuth et al., 2007a,b, see also NoMiracle web pages: 
http://nomiracle.jrc.it/ and SYKE web pages: http://www.environment.fi/syke/
nomiracle).
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Executive summary and conclusions
The.objectives of the survey were to give a general picture of perceptions and views 
among experts and stakeholders concerning risks, risk assessment and risk manage-
ment, and to identify issues and opportunities for subsequent studies and commu-
nication. In particular, views were solicited from experts and actors in chemical risks 
on key topics of the NoMiracle (Novel Methods for Risk Assessment of Cumulative 
Stressors in Europe) project of EU’s 6th Framework Programme for R&D, with an 
emphasis on information related to complex risks and uncertainties in a manage-
ment context.
The.methodology.was a web-based explorative survey that combined regular lik-
ert-type questions (degree of agreement with statements) and a novel approach that 
charted the importance of different types of information in a two-dimensional graph 
describing their use in regulatory treatment and public discussion. A third part was 
linked to new methods of presenting risks and explored the ranking of separate and 
cumulative risks in map grids. 
The survey focused on chemicals in a multi-stressor context and was e-mailed to 
952 recipients representing researchers, national and EU level administrators, indus-
try, NGOs and European Parliament, and most EU member states and some other 
countries. All in all 27 replies were received, typically from male middle-aged PhDs 
with over 10 years experience in environmental or health protection. The response 
rate (26 %; 37 % for those on NoMiracle mailing list) can be considered acceptable 
but limits the possibilities to make quantitative claims concerning the views held by 
different groups and the representativeness of these views. Respondents could on the 
whole rather well grasp and reply to also the novel two-dimensional and map evalu-
ation questions in an on-screen Internet-based configuration. However, the efficiency 
of obtaining informative replies varied among questions and respondents.
A.key.finding.was.the.pronounced variability.of.views regarding risks and un-
certainties and the use of information related to these. The variability can only partly 
be explained by the survey methodology, or by background factors (mainly affilia-
tion or country or region of residence, but in some cases also the field of expertise). 
In many cases strong co-variation of responses were however observed both within 
and between survey sections, suggesting regularities in underlying mental constructs 
(e.g. opinion patterns, overall values and views, and type of expertise). In addition to 
scatter of replies, strongly divided opinions were often found. These are important 
in identifying issues of disagreement, including differing interpretations, and factors 
related to such disagreements. Some disagreements can be found to be related to 
information and experience, others to fundamental beliefs and values.
The views on the importance.of. information indicate that its use context and 
purpose play a role. The perceived importance of items in legally based formal treat-
ment of risks as compared to public debates clarified what are seen as key issues 
for ‘professionals, not public’ or, more seldom, vice versa. Also differences in general 
attitudes to broad public engagement in risk management were found. Descriptions 
of the variability of risks to humans was regarded as more important than those of 
variability to organisms in general, although human health risks per se were not con-
sidered more important than ecological risks of chemicals. 
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Some fundamental differences were discerned in attitudes to the possibilities for 
quantitative and objective information on risks. The overall view of the possibili-
ties to deal with complex multiple risks and uncertainties ranged from optimistic 
to pessimistic. The importance but also the difficulties of integrated risk assessment 
with respect e.g. to various risk agents, organisms and risks stages were commonly 
expressed. Integrated information on both risks and benefits of alternative chemicals 
was considered the most important item by all groups. Many respondents valued 
highly information on risk reduction, but not that on closer integration of assessment 
and management..
The claims.regarding.risks provided a varied mix of agreement, disagreement or 
divided opinions. They helped to discern crucial deviations and contrasts in views. 
There were notable differences concerning philosophical aspects and basic princi-
ples of risk assessment and management, such as implications of uncertainty, which 
could be related also to views regarding the importance of risk information in the 
previous section. For instance, NGO affiliates most commonly and strongly disa-
greed with the notion that risks can be assessed and compared in quantitative terms, 
and researchers were most strongly of the opinion that risk management should be 
strictly based on scientific expertise and that risk assessment should be confined to 
independent experts. On some issues the replies from NGOs and industry differed, in 
others converged; both disagreed e.g. with the claim that risk assessment can be fully 
standardized at European level. Regarding risk communication, it was commonly felt 
that media tend to exaggerate risks from chemicals especially to human health. Inter-
estingly, relatively few respondents acknowledged that expert judgments are heavily 
influenced by social factors. In some cases the degree and direction of agreement can 
be tentatively explained by background factors, other views or theoretical models. 
Such explanations can be offered for views on both risks and the roles of experts and 
the nature of knowledge in addressing risks.
The respondents were generally able to visually rank risk.map grids in an or-
der consistent with calculated risk levels. Many respondents felt however that the 
combined maps integrating various risks, although interesting, can be confusing 
especially to non-specialists. Nevertheless, a majority of the respondents were of the 
opinion that such maps can provide a good tool for informing decision makers, more 
so than for raising public awareness. Limits and opportunities for risk communication 
by maps could be found, including both content and display such as colour. 
The.results.in.general.reveal.important.aspects.of.perceived.risks.and.how.to.
address.them. Instead of establishing ‘right’ views, the key messages of the survey 
are the pronounced variability and ambiguity in perceptions and opinions. The com-
plexity of risks is reflected in complexity of views especially among heterogeneous 
audiences. Comparative evaluations of risks and of the importance of various kinds 
of information highlight different overall concepts of risks as well as of science, ex-
pertise, and society. These have direct bearing on what is meant by, and what can be 
meaningfully striven at by, ‘integrated’ risk assessment and ‘novel’ methods. 
The.key.policy.conclusion is that as perceptions and views of risks and uncer-
tainties are genuinely and fundamentally variable, they cannot be reduced to any 
simple model, and cannot be wholly dispelled in a mechanistic and forced manner 
e.g. by information and education. Instead, by respecting this variability and multi-
dimensionality of risk perceptions, more meaningful and inclusive concepts and 
communication of risks can be achieved. It is advisable that this is taken into account 
in applying existing risk assessment and management procedures and in associated 
communication, as well as in the development of novel methods for risk assessment. 
A key means to achieve this is to ensure transparency of the methods and communica-
tion about their underlying framings, assumptions and interpretations. 
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Methodologically, useful experiences were gained of ways to obtain opinions 
on risks by an e-mailed web survey, but limits e.g. for ‘e-democracy’ became clear. 
Despite a pre-tested questionnaire that required only 15 min to fill in, and repeated 
encouragements, the response rate remained relatively low. Information on risks 
and uncertainties e.g. in multiple dimensions and in map form is difficult for many 
people to absorb and process, partly because of the novelty of the concepts, issues 
and approaches. Due to the complexity of risks and also to the controversies and high 
stakes surrounding them, ‘real’ fundamental views are elusive. Therefore, mainly 
identification of issues and communication topics is feasible. The results can guide 
methodological development and risk inquiry and communication.
The.implications.for.the.development.of.methods.for.integrated.assessments 
arise from the demonstrated importance of risk perception and risk framing. The vari-
ability that the survey has documented shows that methods cannot deliver generally 
valid normative results that would be unambiguously understood. Interpretation is 
a necessary element in risk management processes and this should be recognised in 
methodological development. Assessment methods should deliver results that are 
transparent with respect to assumptions and data treatment processes and to inherent 
interpretations and value judgments.
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1   Introduction
1.1  
Background
Environmental and health risks caused by chemical substances and other stressors 
are often highlighted in professional and public debates. Risk communication related 
to chemicals is influenced both by growing environmental awareness and use of 
new communication technology (Fortun, 200). Risks are framed and understood in 
different ways depending on, among other things, political settings, professions and 
cultures (Renn, 1992; Assmuth and Hildén, 2006). Risk perceptions are also affected 
by specific events such as chemical accidents (for a typology, see Page et al., 2000). 
These incidents have received and generated much publicity and also led to regula-
tory action. Actions and control systems, e.g. under the REACH legislation of EU on 
chemicals, in turn influence risk perception and communication. 
In the Western ‘risk society’ (Beck 196), perception and communication of envi-
ronmental and health risks have been increasingly surveyed and investigated. Often 
this has been undertaken internally within the realm of environmental protection and 
management (e.g., Bickerstaff and Walker, 2001), but psychometric studies have also 
been made of perception that compare risks in a broader perspective. During the past 
few years, perceptions and communication of risk in general and environmental risks 
in particular have taken on ever greater and in some respects new importance due 
e.g. to globalization, new technologies, global change, terrorism, social insecurity, di-
sasters and epidemics. There is consequently a large and increasing body of literature 
on risk perceptions especially among general populations (Slovic 197; Fife-Schaw 
and Rowe, 1996; Siegrist and Cvetkovich, 2000). Related issues of communication and 
management interventions have also been explored (Vyner, 19; Johnson and Slovic, 
199; 1995; see also Howe, 1990; Renn, 200; Bottorff et al., 199). 
Perceptions and opinions of risks from chemical substances have been specifically 
addressed particularly in connection with food and consumer safety (Frewer et al., 
199; Dosman et al., 2001; Redmond and Griffith, 200), but also with air, water and 
soil pollution (MacGregor et al., 1999; see also review by Bickerstaff, 200). Related 
topics that have been subject to much scientific and public interest and debate include 
risks from nuclear power (Peters et al., 200) that may be partly included in risks from 
chemicals (radionuclides) although mediated by physical phenomena. Some of these 
studies have clarified opinions among both lay persons and experts (Mertz et al., 
199), and processes and factors of risk perception (Sjöberg, 2000, 2001b).
A rough division may be made between studies among persons that have been 
victimized e.g. in chemical accidents or by other specific chemical-related injuries 
and disorders, thus experiencing chemical risks at first hand, and among persons 
that have experienced more general, non-personal concerns with chemical risks. 
Intermediate forms exist, e.g. breast-feeding mothers (Hatcher, 192) and occupa-
tionally exposed persons. These levels of perception cannot be clearly separated also 
as experts and stakeholders are personally affected by risks in various ways and 
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to various degrees. Nevertheless, a starting point is that conceivable issues of risk 
perception in connection with EU-level risk management within chemicals control 
can differ markedly from those in connection with victimization by specific chemical 
exposure episodes. 
A partly related distinction in risk perceptions and in studies of them can be made 
according to the geographical scale of risks. In addition to perceptions of risks in the 
vicinity of people e.g. in their living and working environment, perceptions of risks 
on a wider scale such as in EU governance are of interest. Again in the former case, 
the more immediate personal connections and concerns influence risk perceptions 
and views (Dunn et al. 199), but also the perceived risks in the general population 
may be strongly anchored in people’s experiences of local risks (Stern, 196; Bicker-
staff and Walker, 2001). 
In comparison with public perceptions of risks from chemicals, e.g. in food (Sparks 
and Shepherd, 199), relatively little attention has been paid to the production and 
use of information on such risks (but see Okrent, 199; Sjöberg, 2001a). Some studies 
have investigated the role of experts and highlighted the importance of perceived 
uncertainty of risks. Generally important studies of the mental models of experts have 
been made in relation to other kinds of environmental risks such as those of climate 
change (Lowe and Lorenzoni, 2007). In the area of nuclear power, the interactions 
of education and risk perception have been often studied, and theoretical constructs 
for these interactions including the use and generation of information have emerged 
(Yim et al., 2003). 
The management dimension of risk perception and communication becomes pro-
nounced in connection with risk management interventions, as much of the mean-
ing of generating, investigating and assessing knowledge lies in its implications 
for management policies, decisions and actions. Some comparative surveys of the 
perceptions of risk management among stakeholders have been made, also in Europe 
(van Kleef et al., 2006). 
Simultaneously, the divide between expert and lay knowledge in understanding 
and addressing risks has become blurred. Broader participation in risk management 
has become a common goal also in EU, in part along with general developments of 
governance e.g. as to transparency, and of  information and civil society as a whole. 
Extended peer communities and co-production of policy expertise have gained inter-
est (Corburn 2007). The challenges of these developments to the application of the 
implicitly more varied concepts of risks and to practices of generation and use of 
knowledge have yet not been sufficiently met. How can for instance the thoughts, 
views and motivations regarding risks among the large and heterogeneous publics be 
explicated and reconciled, as even those of experts differ and scientific consensus is 
elusive (cf. Wilpert, 2006)? How can the requisite scientific independence be retained 
and the knowledge base and quality of assessments and decisions be improved under 
increased interaction with and influence from those outside the specific areas of ex-
pertise? In order to find meaningful answers to such questions, the perceptions and 
views of experts and stakeholders must be studied (Pidgeon, 199). 
Here we present the results from a survey that focused on issues related to Eu-
ropean level risk assessment, management and communication around chemicals 
control, and on uses and limits of knowledge in these activities. The survey was 
targeted to experts, researchers and stakeholder representatives working with issues 
related to chemical risks. 
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The issues that we particularly explored with the survey include:
• The role of various types of risk information in a regulatory and a broader 
 communicative context
• The role of communication and deliberation processes, including participation
• Quantification of risks and uncertainties and tensions between different 
 sources of knowledge
• Severity and importance of different types of risks
• Principle-level issues in risk management 
• Suitable methods of risk assessment
• The use of risk maps.
All of these issues have implications for the conduct of risk assessments and in 
particular for the use of the results they provide. The results of risk assessment are 
frequently contested and challenged. A better understanding of the diversity in fram-
ing relevant information and in the intended and likely use of information may guide 
researchers and analysts developing methods (Assmuth and Hildén, 2006). A devel-
oper realizing that issues which in one perspective may seem straightforward and 
non-contentious can be highly ambiguous and controversial in another will pay more 
attention to how the results of the method are produced, presented and interpreted. 
Although there is no definitive solution to the fundamental problem of interpretation, 
an increased awareness of possible interpretations and of their relationships with risk 
information can be of essential help to developers and appliers of methods, to those 
providing information for them, and to those steering these activities.
1.2  
Objectives
The key objective of the survey was to explore how chemical experts and stakeholders 
view issues related to the integrated assessment of cumulative risks from multiple 
stressors. The intention was to focus on views that affect the production of risk in-
formation and role of risk information in a broader societal perspective, including 
information about the judgments of the basis, goals, conduct and contexts of risk as-
sessment. The purpose was to gain insights into how these experts frame information 
related to risks and risk management and to identify issues that should be recognized 
in developing methods for integrated assessments.
‘Experts’ constitute a heterogeneous group, including scientists in various dis-
ciplines; regulators in different sectors and on different levels of governance; and 
representatives for various stakeholder groups. These subgroups and their members 
have varying expertise and perspectives on chemical and other risks. We can there-
fore expect diversity in views although all groups who participated in the survey are 
familiar with some aspect of risk assessment and management. Similarly, stakeholder 
is a heterogeneous concept that includes enterprises (not only in chemical production 
and use), citizen and other civil society organizations as well as regulators and politi-
cal decision makers that are presumed to represent the interests of all parties.
The survey was developed to contribute to the main objectives (Box 1) of the Inte-
grated Project NoMiracle. The survey particularly aimed at contributing to objectives 
6 and 7 (see Box 1). In addition, issues relevant also for the other objectives were 
identified. The survey’s key contribution to these objectives is to identify what experts 
throughout the EU and beyond, see as essential information in risk assessment and 
management, what their overall opinions are regarding risks, risk assessment and 
management, and associated uncertainties. In addition the survey has explored how 
one particular novel tool, i.e. risk maps, is conceived by a wide range of experts. 
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1. To develop new methods for assessing the cumulative risks from combined exposures 
to several stressors including mixtures of chemical and physical/biological agents.
2. To achieve more effective integration of the risk analysis of environmental and human 
health effects.
3. To improve our understanding of complex exposure situations and develop adequate 
tools for sound exposure assessment. 
4. To develop a research framework for the description and interpretation of cumulative 
exposure and effect.
5. To quantify, characterize and reduce uncertainty in current risk assessment methodo-
logies, e.g. by improvement of the scientific basis for setting safety factors.
6. To develop assessment methods which take into account geographical, ecological, social 
and cultural differences in risk concepts and risk perceptions across Europe.
7. To improve the provisions for the application of the precautionary principle and to 
promote its operational integration with evidence-based assessment methodologies. 
The objective of this report is to provide a description of the methods and the basic 
results, with initial analysis and discussion of their implications, emphasizing those 
that are of direct relevance for the NoMiracle project. Further analyses and discus-
sions will be presented in other deliverables.
Box 1. Objectives of the project NoMiracle (Novel Methods for Risk Assessment of Cumula-
tive Stressors in Europe).
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2   Material and methods
2.1  
Overall approach and focus
The overall approach in the survey was explorative. It sought to highlight issues 
that may be of particular relevance in developing methods for risk assessment and 
management, especially from the point of view of evaluation of information. 
The survey addressed risks and risk assessment predominantly of chemicals, al-
though in a broadly comparative and integrative context. Consequently, the survey 
was directed at experts who have been deeply involved in risk assessment and man-
agement of chemicals but from different perspectives and backgrounds and who are 
therefore likely to represent different ways of framing the issues dealt with in the 
survey. 
The survey was conducted by means of an electronic web-based questionnaire, 
the invitation and link to which was sent by e-mail, to reach a wide population. 
The technical realization of the survey enabled some web-based follow-up of and 
interaction with recipients and respondents, and some novel forms of visualization 
and response.
The questionnaire was divided into three main sections (Annex A). The first sec-
tion invited responses to key questions about the use.of.risk.information clustered 
in three broad topic areas: 1) areas of risk assessment, 2) variability and uncertainty 
and 3) risk communication. The topics were chosen to reflect important objectives 
of the NoMiracle project and information that is likely to be produced on the basis 
of it. The first section was developed to explore how respondents view the uses of 
intended results of the NoMiracle project in institutionalized, legally based EU-level 
regulatory risk assessment and management on one hand and in informal public de-
bates on the other. Each topic area included six types of information and respondents 
were asked to give their view on the extent to which a particular type of information 
would serve in these domains. The first set of questions analyses in particular what 
role the respondents see for the information that the NoMiracle project is expected 
to develop.
The second section contained different statements.and.claims related to the as-
sessment and management of chemical risks and their connections with other risks. 
The respondents were asked to indicate how far they agree or disagree with 3 state-
ments. Some of the claims were provocative to prompt responses, reveal underly-
ing valuations, and better reflect the spectrum of views, both those that have been 
voiced and can be discerned in debates on risk assessment and management (e.g. 
Hansson, 2005), as well as views that are ‘hidden’ and not so readily disclosed and 
observable. The analysis explores clusters of views. These claims also included some 
control questions by which the consistence in opinions can be gauged. The intention 
was to draw attention to the variability of views and to discuss the implications of 
this variability for the work and results in NoMiracle, in particular from the point of 
view of risk communication. 
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The third section included questions considering the production and potential uses 
of risk.maps. The intention was to use one concrete example to make the respon-
dents reflect on the use of risk maps as a method for displaying risks and associated 
uncertainties. Risk maps, both geographical and others, provide an example of how 
management and risk perceptions are brought together: they are often the commu-
nicative end of sophisticated analyses and methods, and can have an effect on risk 
perception, risk communication and eventually on decision making. On the other 
hand, they can be exploratory or intermediate forms of displaying risk information 
that may guide the assessment and underlying research and monitoring process of 
risk analysts themselves, in a reverse feed-back mode. This section was included 
in order to make general issues in integrated assessment more concrete, to obtain 
opinions on this particular form of risk communication, and also to link with some 
important themes and ongoing work in the NoMiracle project, especially Work Pack-
age . that addresses risk visualization.
2.2  
designing and pre-testing the survey
The questionnaire approach was selected because the main aim was to chart the 
potential diversity of views regarding risk assessment and management. Although 
the main target group consisted of chemical experts, the survey reached people from 
various professional and cultural backgrounds. Reasons for selecting an electronic, 
Internet-based survey technique included the possibility to reach a wide variety of 
experts from different countries, institutions and professions. An electronic applica-
tion was also considered to be more cost-efficient compared to a traditional mail sur-
vey. The electronic format moreover allowed the use and development of innovative 
survey techniques.
The questionnaire was devised by the research team in the Finnish Environment 
Institute (SYKE). The formulation started in July 2006 by identifying a list of possible 
issues of importance based on knowledge and experiences of the team, previous 
studies and work already done in the project NoMiracle (Assmuth and Hildén, 2006; 
Renn and Benighaus, 2006). During the next months, the list was critically evaluated 
by the team and specific questions were formulated. Several versions of the ques-
tionnaire were developed, with various suggestions for its structure and phrasing of 
individual questions. A multi-part structure was decided on (see Annex A) combining 
conventional multiple choice questions based on general risk claims with the novel 
parts mapping the perceived importance of various issues for legally based and public 
treatment of risks as well as with a section asking views on risk maps.
Comments were solicited from selected experts and scientists from the NoMiracle-
project. The questionnaire was further developed on the basis of suggested alterations 
and comments obtained during a meeting of NoMiracle Work Package .3 on risk 
perception, communication and policy, and during sessions of the ISEE-ISEA sym-
posium in Paris, September 3rd – 6th 2006. Important developments took place on the 
basis of comments received from NoMiracle participants both in Work Package .3 
and from other colleagues.
A paper version of the questionnaire was pre-tested during October 2006. The test 
survey population (N=1) consisted of selected employees of the Chemicals Divi-
sion and other risk experts from the Finnish Environment Institute. A test was also 
conducted in November by Claire Mays with pupils at Institut d’Études Politiques 
in Paris, consisting of 11 adults with 2 to 12 years’ professional experience in various 
non-natural sciences. Modifications were made on the basis of the tests. The final 
version of the questionnaire is given in Annex A. 
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During the testing phase partly contradictory comments were obtained. Not all 
critical views could be taken fully into account because of the chosen approach, techni-
cal limitations due to the electronic format and the specific questionnaire techniques 
used. The main criticism was directed against the level of specificity. Specificity and 
non-ambiguity of the questions are fundamental concerns in designing question-
naires (e.g., Sudman, 1996; Warnecke et al., 1997; Sapsford, 1999). In the present case, 
extensive explanations could not be given because brevity was essential in order to 
keep recipient interest alive and because of the selected questionnaire technology (e.g., 
limitations of the screen space). For example, in the first section the upper limit of 
sentences describing different risk related issues was approximately 0 characters.
Because the survey population was heterogeneous, the challenge was to develop 
questions simple and unambiguous enough that at the same time could give inter-
esting novel angles to the issues raised. It was assumed that fairly simple questions 
can lead to interesting results by displaying a variety that respondents often don’t 
think is there. Special effort was put on keeping the questionnaire understandable 
for experts from different fields of risk assessment and management. Therefore, a 
balance had to be struck between specificity and precision in scientific terms on one 
hand and comprehensibility and clarity on the other.
During planning many specific questions were removed or rephrased because 
they were considered to be too difficult to comprehend. Keeping the questionnaire 
comprehensible means that the questions can not be very specific and the risks of 
misunderstandings increase. However, there are also benefits. Even if some experts 
see anything but their own field of expertise as uninteresting or incomprehensible 
(or both), they may nevertheless give a valuable input to the survey by presenting 
their own position.
2.3  
Identification of potential respondents 
and selection of recipients
The survey was focused predominantly on experts and experienced stakeholders who 
are well-versed in risks especially from chemicals. There is thus no clear demarca-
tion between experts and stakeholders. This is true also more generally, as also e.g. 
researchers and regulators may have high stakes in risk management (also through 
its influence on their profession, not only through their engagement as citizens), and 
on the other hand stakeholders e.g. in industry and NGOs often have much expert 
knowledge. The key distinction is rather the type of expertise. A person may also 
in different connections and in different career stages assume the role of a ‘neutral’ 
expert or an (explicit) stakeholder. In particular, as the present survey intended to 
target also stakeholders having close familiarity with chemical risk topics, these main 
groups overlap. 
More specifically, the recipients of the questionnaire included the following main.
groups: 
•	 Researchers in universities and research institutes (mainly government institu-
tes but including some industry-financed institutes) and representing a wide 
selection of disciplines; 
•	 National authorities and regulatory experts mainly in chemicals control and 
important related areas like food safety; 
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•	 EU-level authorities and regulatory experts in the above fields, both in the 
Commission and its agencies and expert bodies including the Joint Research 
Center;
•	 Experts in other relevant international bodies such as UN organizations engaged 
in the above fields;
•	 Industry experts and representatives, both researchers and managers, from 
various types of industry;
•	 Experts in consulting firms;
•	 Experts of and representatives for non-governmental organizations especially in 
consumer, environmental and health matters;
•	 Selected Members of European Parliament having familiarity with chemicals 
control.
Also these groups are not distinct but overlap. Other (sub) groups and intermediate 
groups may additionally be defined (see 3.1). Several recipients also represent more 
than one class of affiliation, especially through affiliation changes. Indeed, persons 
with expertise in and experience from several areas were particularly sought to ad-
dress questions of integrated assessment and management (see below).
The contact information for recipients was gathered from various sources includ-
ing official lists of national contacts, participant lists of recent meetings, information 
on relevant EU projects, NoMiracle newsletter distribution, other networks, contact 
information for researchers identified in literature searches, and other relevant ques-
tionnaires. In addition, in checking and double-checking the identity, affiliation, posi-
tion and other data for potential recipients, additional sources such as organization 
web-sites were used as sources. 
In selecting the recipients, the following factors were considered as selection.criteria, 
and the following detailed selection procedures were used:
•	 Documented expertise and output: Production of scientific publications and 
other relevant professional materials especially in chemicals, food safety and 
consumer chemicals and related fields (evaluated on the basis of e.g. SCIRUS 
and PubMed databases) was used as a criterion mainly in selecting risk rese-
archers. Due to the overall objectives and themes of the NoMiracle project and 
of the present work package, particular attention was paid to documented 
recent and prolonged interest in integrated risk assessment, risk evaluation, 
decision and policy aspects, assessment-management interfaces and other 
multidisciplinary scientific and applied topics. 
•	 Official expert status: Among scientists, a leading role in EU scientific commit-
tees and other official bodies was used as a key criterion. These represent an 
important category due to their long-term experience and documented exper-
tise, although many of them specialize in other fields than risk assessment, 
and few are experts in management and policy questions. Among regulatory 
experts, emphasis was put on designations as official national experts, espe-
cially within competent authorities for the chemical groups biocides; pestici-
des; herbicides and other plant protection products; existing chemicals; new 
chemicals; and for REACH. Although the expertise of these varies greatly 
depending e.g. on the position (some national contacts being high-level admi-
nistrators with little familiarity with the substance field, and some substance 
experts being new to the field), they constitute a crucial group in terms of risk 
views due to their role in interpreting, applying and developing regulatory 
risk assessment procedures.
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•	 Coverage of different stakeholder groups: Particular efforts were made to include 
representatives of industry (chemical producers and users as well as other 
industry branches and consultants), and of other stakeholders such as non-go-
vernmental organizations (in Europe). This was done in order to gain broadly 
representative insights in risk views. Even policy-makers in European Par-
liament were included as an important and distinct group, focusing on those 
members who have leading positions in Environment and Health Committee 
or had been actively involved in discussions at REACH hearings.
•	 Participation in communication: Recipients were selected with a view of acti-
ve participation in relevant areas of risk communication, especially among 
speakers, chairpersons, rapporteurs and other (leading) participants in recent 
important international (mainly EU) meetings involving both researchers, 
regulators and stakeholder representatives.
•	 Coverage of topic fields: Recipients familiar with risk assessment of chemicals 
were mainly targeted. Persons knowledgeable about chemicals broadly and 
in relation to other concerns and about assessment in relation to decision and 
policy making were particularly sought. Recipients were also selected from 
consumer protection and food safety to gain insights in views across several 
fields, and to identify issues in integrated risk assessment and management. 
In addition to the proximity of these fields in terms of agents of risk (largely 
chemicals), they similar public concerns and discussions. Even a few experts 
in risk assessment of radiation, pathogens, GMOs, natural hazards, accidents 
and other areas of environmental and health risk assessment and manage-
ment were included, mainly all-round and integrative risk experts.
•	 Regional representation: Recipients were selected mainly from European count-
ries and international organizations relevant for and familiar with European 
risk assessment and management issues. The focus was on EU level, so that 
in addition to national contact point networks, representatives for Europe-
an Commission (relevant Directorates-General), EU agencies and European 
Parliament were in particular selected. In addition to experienced experts in 
long-time EU member states, persons from new member states and accession 
countries were sought. Among industry and NGO representatives, recipients 
were selected only from EU-level associations and organizations. Recipients 
outside EU were included especially among researchers, due to the global 
relevance of R&D. These were predominantly US researchers, due to their 
advanced state and productivity in integrated risk studies and assessments.
•	 Coverage of relevant other EU R&D activities: All about 150 projects and net-
works of the 6th Framework Programme for research of EU obtained from the 
CORDIS database with the keyword “risk” were evaluated for their relevance. 
About 15 of them were selected mainly in the fields mentioned above and 
with recent or ongoing activities, and contact information was obtained for 
coordinators. In many cases also other contact persons were included, e.g. 
from sub-projects of particular relevance for integrated risk assessment and 
assessment-management links. This group of recipients was emphasized also 
to search and disseminate information and to identify areas of collaboration 
between NoMiracle and other EU projects. These other projects and networks 
included ALARM, CASCADE, CHORIST, ERAPHARM, ERICA, DEVNER-
TOX, HAIR, INTARESE, NORMAN, REPROTECT, RISK-RAD, SAFE FOODS, 
SAFEFOODNET, STARC, and VERHI CHILDREN. 
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•	 Multiple affiliations: Coverage of persons with experience from several types 
of organizations and several fields was particularly striven at, regarding both 
present multiple affiliations and changes of affiliations during career develop-
ment, so as to identify many-sided views on risks.
•	 Representation of a single organization: Recipients were chosen so as to limit the 
amount within a single organization unless of considerable general signifi-
cance in terms of expertise or influence at the EU level. This was done also 
in order to reduce the possibility of collectively formed instead of individual 
replies. However, many recipients were included from some organizations 
such as those institutes with broad involvement in the NoMiracle project.
•	 Gender: Among secondary selection criteria, representation of both female and 
male recipients (as indicated by the whole names of potential recipients) was 
striven at.
•	 Availability of address: The questionnaire was sent only to recipients with a 
personal e-mail address (or several addresses) to obtain independent personal 
expert views. Thus, many collective addresses e.g. among administrative or-
ganizations in national contact point lists were discarded. A connected selec-
tion criterion was the recentness of affiliation and activity; in order to reduce 
the amount of non-functioning email addresses, addresses from recently 
updated lists, pages and other sources were prioritized.
All in all, the original set of recipients contained 1020 personal email addresses (in-
cluding c. 20 addresses identified to the same person; when related to different em-
ployers and in case of uncertainty as to their primacy). 17 addresses were collected 
from the NoMiracle project’s Newsletter distribution list, including research admin-
istration personnel but excluding addresses to mailing lists (collective addresses).
2.4  
Sending the questionnaire and recording 
and responding to comments
The survey was conducted during November-December 2006 by using an Internet-
based electronic application. An e-mail containing a letter of request from the WP.3 
and NoMiracle coordinators to participate in the survey was sent to the recipients 
from the database containing respondent’s name and work-related e-mail address.
The e-mails sent to the respondents contained a brief introduction and invitation to 
participate (see Annex B). By using the database, it was possible to include the name 
(in 99 % of cases, full name) of the recipient automatically in the letter. The e-mails 
also included a link to NoMiracle internet-page and contact information of the persons 
who could provide additional information and answers to the possible questions. 
The recipient was encouraged to access the survey by clicking the www-address of 
the questionnaire. An individually numbered link was given for each respondent in 
order to keep track of responses. This made it possible to avoid sending unnecessary 
and possibly disturbing reminder e-mails to those addresses from where an answer 
had been already received. Several answers could be sent from the same link.
The data from the www-server made it possible to examine the time that individual 
respondents spent on replying (time between clicking the link and the answer com-
pleted). It was however not possible to evaluate whether the duration of the session 
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was used actively to fill in the questionnaire. Based on experiences from the testing 
phase, the time was presumed to be approximately 20 minutes, and this estimate 
was given in the initial letter. Based on the data obtained after sending first e-mails 
the answering time was estimated to be approximately 15 minutes (excluding very 
long answering times when the respondent was most likely concentrating on other 
things).
All e-mails were sent from a database. Mails were sent as batches containing no 
more than 300 individual e-mail addresses in order to make sure that the www-server 
was not overloaded by numerous respondents trying to access the questionnaire 
simultaneously.
The e-mails sent from the database were redirected via a mailing list. Because of this 
the e-mails appeared as sent from the mailing list address (risk_survey@ymparisto.fi) 
that indicates the purpose of the e-mail and the standard e-mail domain of the Finnish 
environment administration. All reply mails to this address were distributed to the 
three members of the research team on this mailing list in order to guarantee quick 
responses to possible questions and other feedback to technical problems.
The first request to attend to the questionnaire was sent in Nov 21 and Nov 22 in 
2006. Respondents (N=1020) were asked to answer during a relatively short time pe-
riod (Nov 27 and Nov 30, respectively). Some automatic replies indicated a person’s 
new or his/her successor’s e-mail address (N=9). In these cases old addresses were 
replaced by new ones and the invitation to participate was sent.
As suspected, several automatic out-of-office replies were received, indicating 
that the person was unable to answer within the given time frame. However, use of 
a short reply time period was seen as necessary because it was considered that the 
e-mail will easily be forgotten if the reply time is too long. It was believed that a short 
answering period motivates quick answering. Additionally, reminders that were sent 
later on gave most of the people an opportunity to participate.
After the first e-mails were sent, only one was returned without reaching the in-
tended address. However, it turned out that the sending protocol for the database 
was specified in such a way that the e-mails unable to reach their address were not 
returned to the mailing list but to another address that did not record the responses. 
These returned e-mails could thus not be recovered. This error in the sending protocol 
was corrected before the first round of reminders. 
The first round of reminders was sent on Dec 1 (N=909). This time, respondents 
were asked to answer as soon as possible and no deadline was specified. The reminder 
was not sent to the persons that had replied. Also persons that had personally replied 
that they decline from answering were removed from the database (N=6). Some 
addresses (N=10) were removed from the database because automatic replies had 
indicated that the person was unable to answer (e.g. retired, moved to other post, or 
on a very long leave of absence).
The first round of reminders resulted in 73 e-mails that were returned because they 
did not reach the recipient. The validity of these addresses was re-checked and the 
sending protocol of the database was likewise checked. Based on feedback received 
and automatic replies, 11 addresses were changed. Five addresses were found to 
contain a typing error. These addresses were corrected and the invitation to partici-
pate was mailed again. An error in the sending protocol preventing the sending of 
2 e-mails was identified and also these recipients were contacted. The most likely 
reason for malfunctioning of the remaining addresses was that they were genuinely 
non-functioning, even though available information in the Internet also after subse-
quent detailed searches gave no reason to suspect this. As a final effort, an e-mail to 
these addresses was send manually from the researcher’s mailbox, resulting in 29 
returned e-mails.
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Along the process, several recipients who contacted the researcher team were given 
advice e.g. on installing and using the Flash procedure technically required for view-
ing the questionnaire, and were also encouraged to reply. In many cases recipients 
first told they considered the survey to be outside their specific field of expertise, but 
were persuaded and convinced that all replies including partial replies from persons 
in other fields were valuable, as the questionnaire was about general risk views. 
This was often the case with administrative persons in the institutes participating in 
the NoMiracle project that were deliberately included among the recipients so as to 
avoid arbitrary discrimination, many of which in the end provided valuable replies. 
Another frequent response (e.g. from industry and NGOs) was that the recipient or 
his/her colleagues were too busy to respond especially within the short time frame 
given. Some of these were persuaded to reply by explaining that also later replies 
were valuable especially to obtain views of those organizations currently heavily 
engaged in chemical management, notably in connection with the REACH legisla-
tion. In a few other cases hesitant recipients were encouraged by stressing that the 
intent of the survey was not to receive ‘official’ views of the institution but instead a 
variety of personal expert opinions.
The third and final reminder containing a more appealing text was sent on Dec 1 
(N=721). Again, the reminder was not sent to the people who had already responded 
to the questionnaire or who had informed after second reminder that they do not wish 
to participate. Responses gained after Jan , 2007 were not included in the analysis. 
The amount of such late replies was 3.
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3   General description and synthesis 
     of results
3.1  
Recipients and respondents
The survey.population consisted of 952 e-mail accounts. It is possible that some 
answers came from persons outside the original survey population, if re-sent by a 
colleague and not the original receiver of the e-mail. However, all responses were 
gained through the numbered links provided by the research team, indicating that all 
who responded had received the introductory e-mail message containing the link. 
During 21 Nov 2006 –  Jan 2007, the questionnaire page.was.visited by about 50 
% of the respondents. Of those who visited the page, a similar share (53 %) replied 
to the questionnaire. The total number.of.responses received was 27. One answer 
containing no data was removed and thus the final number of responses was 26. 
The response rate after two reminding messages thus was 26 %. The percentage of 
answers from those on NoMiracle Newsletter mailing list was 37%.
The number of missing.cases (no replies given) in the first section was on the 
average 1, with considerable variation between questions. The average number of 
missing cases in the second section containing multiple choice questions to claims 
was 6.. The most difficult part was the ranking of risk maps in section 3, with an 
average number of missing cases of 19 (cf. Annex C). 
The response rate varied between groups e.g. according to affiliations and countries 
(Table 1). The high rates for researchers and NGOs may be noted. The rate for industry 
was also higher than that for administration. The high rates for The Netherlands, USA 
and also Germany are noteworthy.
The main field.of.expertise was dominated by environmental management (7 % 
of respondents specifying the field), followed by human health (25 %) and multi-dis-
ciplinary research (10 %). Most respondents have >10-year professional experience. 
A clear majority of the respondents, as of recipients, were male (72 % of those 
respondents specifying gender). The respondents are mainly upper middle age. An 
overwhelming majority (7 % of respondents specifying field) of the respondents 
has a PhD degree.
Common general.comments to the survey included the following ( see Annex E):
•	 Time constraints (despite a 15-20 minute fill-in time). 
•	 Many respondents considered the survey interesting or attractive.
•	 The main critique was concerned with ambiguous and potentially confusing 
use of terms in questions.
The risk mapping section of the questionnaire induced most of the specific com-
ments.
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Table 1. Summary breakdown of the respondents to the survey according to their type of organi-
zation and region of residence, for those respondents who provided data on these variables. For 
explanations of the regions, see Table C.1 in Annex C.
Region University Research 
institute
Adminis-
tration
Industry NGO Other Total
EU-15 42 41 32 12 4 8 139
Other EU-27 4 2 14 1 1 1 23
Other European 1 0 3 0 1 0 5
North American 6 3 0 6 1 2 18
EU organization 0 6 10 0 0 0 16
Other international org. 0 0 1 4 2 4 11
Total 52 53 62 23 9 15 212
3.2  
Views of the importance of information for legally 
based management and public debate
3.2.1  
Description of the section
This section contained three two-dimensional graphs which allowed respondents 
to identify how they saw the use of a particular type of information vis-à-vis legally 
based, institutionalized risk management and (informal) general public debate (cf. 
Annex A). The first graph asked about information related to various areas of risk 
assessment and, especially, the importance of integrated information. The second 
graph focused on variability of risks and on uncertainties. The third graph asked 
about information on risk communication. 
Responses to these questions were given by positioning a tag with the item of 
information to be valued in two-dimensional rectangles, where the vertical axis rep-
resented the importance of information on the item in regulatory risk management, 
and the horizontal axis in public debates (Fig. 1). Thus, each response to a single item 
is represented by a point in the two-dimensional space. This point is defined by a 
vector of a certain direction and length. These vectors can be further interpreted as 
the importance attached to the specific item of information (the distance from origo), 
and as the relative weight given to it in regulatory risk management as compared 
with that in public debate (the direction of the vector). 
In the following, the results to the individual questions are described as to their 
main features; more detailed information is given in Annex D. After these basic de-
scriptions, co-variations of the opinion variables with background variables and with 
each others are analyzed. In addition to these data and findings, some comments and 
possible explanations or interpretations specific to the individual items have been 
offered. Care has been taken to clearly distinguish these specific comments from 
the empirical findings, and to acknowledge the uncertainty regarding the former. A 
generalizing discussion is presented in chapter .
3.2.2  
Information on integrated treatment of risks
Quantitative information on cumulative risks from multiple stressors: Most respondents 
considered multi-stressor integration important, especially for regulatory risk man-
agement (Mean value 0.7 on a scale 0-1 ± SD 0.23, with sample size n=236 typical for 
this section) as compared with public debate of risks (0.52 ±0.25).
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Integrated information on ecological and human health effects: This integration between 
target organisms was also commonly considered important, both for regulatory man-
agement (0.71 ±0.22) and public debate (0.6 ± 0.23). The health sector had a slightly 
stronger emphasis on the use of this information for public debate (for more detailed 
information on co-variations, see below Table 2).
Empirical validation of model simulations of risks: This validation of models was con-
sidered the least important item in this section. The 2-fold higher perceived impor-
tance in the regulatory management (Mean 0.63 ± 0.23) than in public domain (Mean 
0.35 ± 0.22) was also the greatest for all items in this section. The difference may in part 
be explainable by the apparent ’scientific’ and formal quality of such information.
Integrated specific information on both exposures and effects: This was considered highly 
important especially for regulatory treatment of risks (0.76 ± 0.17). This dimension 
of integration is inevitable in risk assessment that encompasses both exposures and 
effects. However, often assessment has been focused on exposures, while in epide-
miological studies and assessments exposure information is often scanty or crude. 
Information on risks and benefits of substitutes for currently used chemicals: Information 
on both risks and benefits.was exceptionally ranked slightly more often high in terms 
of importance for public discussion (0.6 ± 0.22) than for regulatory management 
(0.65 ± 0.2).
Information on risks in all life-cycle stages of chemicals and other products: This item was 
regarded consistently as rather important (Mean values 0.65 and 0.5 for regulatory 
management and public debate, respectively). Especially those representing interdis-
ciplinary research valued this dimension of integration. 
3.2.3  
Variations and uncertainties of risks
Descriptions of the variability of risks to specific organisms: Information on this dimension 
of variability, in risks to different organisms and including especially different species, 
was deemed to be notably more important (almost twice as important) in regulatory 
settings as in public debates (Fig. 1). 
Descriptions of the variability of risks to humans: This information on human vari-
ability was considered important more often than corresponding information on 
organisms in general, especially for public discussions (Fig. 1). This may be related 
to the concern with human health risks (cf. 3.3).
Information on uncertainty with respect to exposures: Uncertainty of.exposures was 
considered more important in regulatory management than in public debate; also the 
deviation was smaller in the former (0.72 ± 0.19 and 0.51 ± 0.23, respectively). Such 
uncertainty may be regarded as relevant mainly in professional use of information. 
Information on uncertainty with respect to effects: The.information on uncertainties of.
effects was similarly rated consistently high for regulatory management (0.71 ±0.16), 
while the opinions were more divided with respect of public discussion (0.56 ±0.23; 
cf. the multi-peak distribution, Fig. D.10 in Annex D),.
Information on uncertainties in measures to reduce risks: Information on risk reduction 
related uncertainty was considered somewhat more important in regulatory risk man-
agement (0.65 ±0.21) than in public debates (0.5 ±0.2). Responses to this question 
can be compared with those to the question on integrating risks and benefits from 
chemical substitutes (alternatives to hazardous chemicals) that was, exceptionally, 
regarded as more important to public debate than regulatory management, and with 
the question below on ways to reduce risks. The emphasis on uncertainties may have 
influenced the evaluation.
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Justification for chosen safety factors: This information.on.safety factors.was con-
sidered highly important in regulatory contexts (0.70 ± 0.22); evaluations of their 
importance in public discussions were considerably lower and highly variable (0.9 
± 0.26, cf. Fig. D.12 in Annex D). The item may be conceived to lie primarily in the 
expert sphere..The justifications may however be seen also in relation to general risk 
communication. 
3.2.4  
Risk communication
Narrative (qualitative) descriptions of risks: This form of risk information was rather 
consistently considered of greater importance in public debates (0.70 ± 0.22) than 
in regulatory contexts (0.56 ±0.2). In the latter dimension the valuation was highly 
variable and displayed a distinct multi-peak distribution suggesting indeterminacy 
in on-screen positioning (Fig. D.13, Annex D). 
Figure 1. Typical responses to the 2-dimensional evaluation of information in legally based management and public debates: 
Scatters (above) and frequency distributions (below) of the expressed importance of descriptions of the variability of risks 
to specific organisms and to humans. Cf. Annex D, Fig. D.7-D.8. Note the interpretation of the data points as vectors de-
fined by length (valued information) and direction (type of information use), as explained in text. 
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Perceptions of risk using maps: The views on the importance of perceiving (and thus 
also presenting) risk maps were rather variable both regarding regulatory manage-
ment and public debates (0.51 ± 0.26 and 0.5 ± 0.2, respectively). The higher im-
portance attached to the use of maps in public debate is notable. On the average the 
importance of risk maps was however rated as the least important in this section. 
Many respondents declined to answer this question. These results are related to the 
responses to the section on risk maps (3.). 
Information on the acceptance of specific risks by stakeholder groups: Information on risk 
acceptance was considered of intermediate importance for regulatory management 
and public debate (0.57-0.5 ± 0.2 for both). Many respondents may have thought 
that while acceptance is important, information on it does not need to be provided 
and used especially in assessment (cf. next item below).
Information on ways to avoid, eliminate and reduce risks: This item related to risk 
management means was judged to have the greatest importance for public debate 
(0.76 ± 0.19) and among the greatest also for regulatory management (0.69 ± 0.2), in 
contrast to the previous question.
Information on different possible precautionary measures: This item on precaution 
ranked high on both axis’ (0.63-0.66) but not as distinctly as the former, although it is 
closely related. Evaluations of such information may depend on different interpreta-
tions of precaution (cf. below, the influence of background variables).
Information on long-term risk scenarios: This type of information rated lower for pub-
lic debates than for regulatory management (0.57 ± 0.25 and 0.73 ± 0.21, respectively). 
The perceived importance in public debates displayed a three-peak distribution, with 
concentrations in low, medium and high-importance areas.
3.2.5  
Synthesizing discussion of the evaluation of risk 
information and explanatory variables
The views on the importance of different kinds of information varied greatly in both 
dimensions and also within the sub-groups. However, some regularities emerged. 
Typically, it could be seen that the importance of information was deemed greater in 
legally based management of risks than in public debates, especially on matters that 
seemed to be conceived as being of mainly professional interest (Fig. 1, above). 
The distributions of the responses were examined mainly in relation to affiliations 
and fields of expertise (Table 2). In order to identify and tentatively evaluate differ-
ences between groups, the Mann-Whitney U-test was applied. Analysis here is based 
predominantly on medians that can be expected to be more robust and informative 
in such data because of the random influence of variation in means. 
It turned out that the field of expertise had relatively weak explanatory power. 
Overall, the views on the use of information for public debate were most often linked 
to the respondents’ affiliation (present employing organization): About 12 out of the 
1 distributions linked to information in public debates could be associated with one 
or the other of these variables (depending on the criteria set for significance), com-
pared to only about 6/1 for the distributions associated with the use of information 
in legally based regulatory activities (see descriptions of such findings above).
In the topic area of basic issues in risk assessment, respondents identifying themselves 
as multidisciplinary experts put relatively more weight on the use of integrated 
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Table 2. Summary of relationships between responses to the questions concerning the importance of various types of informa-
tion, and affiliation and field of expertise of the respondents. The differences have been evaluated mainly based on Mann-Whit-
ney tests of the significance of medians as these are more robust measures of central tendencies.
Type or topic area of information Observed differences (likelihood ratio, 
2-sided asymptotic significance < 0.05)
Lack of difference 
(likelihood ratio, 
significance > 0.05)
Quantitative information on cumulative risks from multiple stressors 
(public debate)
Organization: NGO and University stress this most, Ad-
ministration least
Field of expertise
Quantitative information on cumulative risks from multiple stressors 
(EU risk management)
Organization: NGO, Others, University stress this most, 
Industry least
Field of expertise
Integrated information on ecological and human health effects 
(public debate)
Organization: Industry stress this least (tentative difference) Field of expertise
Integrated information on ecological and human health effects (EU 
risk management)
Field: Multidisciplinary research, Other, En-
vironment stress this more than Health
Organization (expect University stress 
this more; tentative difference)
Empirical validation of model simulations of risks (public debate) Organization: University stress this clearly most Field of expertise
Empirical validation of model simulations of risks (EU risk manage-
ment)
Organization: Administration stress this least Field of expertise
Integrated specific information on both exposures and effects 
(public debate)
Organization: Research institutestress this less than Uni-
versity and NGO
Field of expertise
Exposures and effects (EU risk management) Field of expertise; organization
Risks and benefits of substitutes for presently used chemicals 
(public debate)
Field: Environment stress this most, Health least. 
Organization: NGO stress this most
Risks and benefits of substitutes (EU risk management) Field of expertise; organization
Risks in all life-cycle stages of chemicals and other products 
(public debate)
Field of expertise; organization
Risks in all life-cycle stages (EU risk management) Organization: NGO stress this most Field of expertise 
Descriptions of the variability of risks to specific organisms (public 
debate)
Field of expertise; organization
Descriptions of the variability of risks to specific organisms (EU 
risk management)
Field (indicative): Health, Others stress this less, Environment 
more. Organization: NGO stress this most
Descriptions of the variability of risks to humans (public debate) Organization: University, NGO, Others stress this, 
Research Institute, Industry, Administration not
Field of expertise
Descriptions of the variability of risks to humans (EU risk manage-
ment)
Organization: Other, University, NGO stress this, Administra-
tion, Industry not
Field of expertise
Uncertainties of exposures (public debate) Field: Multidiscp. res., Health and Others 
emphasize, Environ not. Organization: NGO stress this most
Uncertainties of exposures (EU risk management) Field of expertise; organization
Uncertainties of effects (public debate) Field: Health, Other stress this, Environment, Multidiscp 
research less. Organization: NGO stress this most
Uncertainties of effects (EU risk management) Field of expertise; organization
Uncertainties in measures to reduce risks (public debate) Organization: NGO stressed this most, Research institute, 
Administration, Industry, Others less
Field of expertise 
Uncertainties in measures to reduce risks (EU risk management) Organization: NGO stress this most, Industry least (tentative 
difference)
Field of expertise
Justifications for safety factors (public debate) Organization: NGO stress this most Field of expertise
Justifications for safety factors (EU risk management) Organization: Industry stress this most Field of expertise 
Qualitative (narrative) descriptions of risks (public debate) Organization: Administration, Industry stress less than Re-
search institute, NGO, University, 
Field of expertise
Qualitative (narrative) descriptions of risks (EU risk management) Field of expertise; organization
Presentations of risks using maps (public debate) Organization: NGO stress this most, Industry least Field of expertise (indicative): Multi-
disciplinary research stresses most
Presentations of risks using maps (EU risk management) Field: Multidiscpiplinary research stress this 
most, Health least. Organization: NGO, University stress this
Acceptance of specific risks by stakeholder groups (public debate) Field of expertise; organization
Acceptance of specific risks by stakeholder groups (EU risk manage-
ment)
Organization: University stress this most Field of expertise 
Ways to avoid, eliminate and reduce risks (public debate) Field (indicative): Environment, Multidisc. res, Other stress Organization
Ways to avoid, eliminate and reduce risks (EU risk management) Field of expertise; organization
Possible precautionary measures (public debate) Organization: NGO stress this most, Industry least Field of expertise
Possible precautionary measures (EU risk management) Organization (indicative):NGO stress this most, Industry least Field of expertise
Long term risk scenarios (public debate) Organization: NGO stress this most, Administration least Field of expertise
Long term risk scenarios (EU risk management) Organization: NGO stress this least (tentative) Field of expertise
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information on ecological and human health in regulatory process than the other 
groups. Respondents representing environmental expertise stressed the importance 
of information on substitutes in public debate more than those representing health.
Among the affiliations to different types of organizations, the overall tendency was 
that respondents from universities and NGOs tended to stress the role of information 
more both with respect to use in regulatory setting and in public debate. Respondents 
from administration or industry in particular, but also from research institutes, gave 
a less normative role to the information identified in the survey (see below).
In the topic area dealing with variability and uncertainty, the distribution of the 
views concerning the role of information in legally based EU risk management did 
not generally differ according to organization or field of expertise. An exception 
was the strong view from industry experts on the mandatory use of information 
on the justification for chosen safety factors. NGOs tended to stress the importance 
of information on uncertainties also for regulatory risk management more than the 
other groups for several items, including variability between humans as well as other 
organisms, and risk reduction measures.
Greater differences arose in views on the role of information in public debates. 
Respondents from universities and NGOs stressed the role of information on vari-
ability and uncertainty in public debates more than those from research institutes, 
administration or industry. Respondents from the health sector also appeared to 
stress the importance of information on uncertainty in public debates. A separate 
analysis of the link between geographical region and views on the use of information 
revealed that the information related to uncertainty was the only area in which there 
was a marked difference between respondents from EU countries on one hand, and 
respondents from EU administration (mainly Commission) and the US on the other. 
The latter considered almost unanimously information on uncertainty to be important 
for public debates, whereas respondents from EU Member States were clearly more 
divided (cf. similar responses to general claims about risks and risk assessment and 
management in section 3.3).
Regarding risk communication the differences in views were not very often linked to 
either the organization or the area of expertise of the respondents. Also in this topic 
area the main differences arose concerning public debates, respondents from industry 
and to some extent administration giving less weight to narrative descriptions and 
to use of maps. Respondents from the health sector saw the least use for map based 
information in regulatory settings. 
Of the demographic variables the sample size allows an analysis of the role of gen-
der. Some differences were tentatively suggested on the basis of median values of 
responses (untested) in that:
•	 Female respondents tended to attach less importance to quantitative infor-
mation on cumulative risks from multiple stressors, on uncertainties in risk 
reduction measures and on the acceptance of risks by stakeholders in public 
debates, and on presentations of risks by maps in legal EU risk management. 
•	 Female respondents tended to attach more importance to information on eco-
logical and human health risks and on justifications of safety factors in public 
debates, and on qualitative descriptions of risks and on ways to avoid and 
reduce risks in legal EU risk management.
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Engagement. in. the.NoMiracle.project (Newsletter) displayed only sporadic and 
weak co-variations with opinions on the importance of information of the various 
items. There were tentative indications that those engaged in the project stressed the 
importance of information on precautionary measures, of information on uncertain-
ties in effects (in public debates only), and of risk maps (in regulatory EU risk man-
agement) more than the others, while the opinions on the importance of narrative 
descriptions of risks in regulatory EU management were reversed. 
3.2.6  
Co-variation of views
The co-variation of opinion variables in this section was preliminarily investigated 
by linear (Pearson) correlations as the responses to the questions on both axis’ can be 
construed as being continuous variables on an interval scale. However, the skewness, 
variation and in some cases bimodality of distributions constrains this analysis. Thus, 
only highly significant correlations are noted (Table 3). 
There were several strong correlations between evaluations of the importance of 
one and the same item of information for legally based management and public de-
bate, as indicated by significance in tests of paired sample correlations. These pairs 
included the variables measuring perceived importance of information on cumulative 
risks on multiple stressors; ecological and human health effects; exposures and effects; 
risks and benefits of substitutes to presently used chemicals; variability of risks to 
specific organisms; variability of risks to humans; and presentations of risks using 
maps (data not shown). Some of these variable pairs co-varied significantly also based 
on Pearson correlations (see e.g. variable pairs 1+2 and 3+ in Table 3). 
More interestingly, strong correlations also occurred between the importance 
placed on different kinds of information (Table 3). This indicates other patterns in 
opinions and suggests that also more complex and profound factors have influenced 
the responses, such as general views regarding information and expertise. Some cor-
relations seem readily explainable and logical; this applies e.g. to the strong correla-
tion between the variable 10 in Table 3, perceived importance of information on risks 
to various organisms for the public debate, and variable , perceived importance of 
integrated information on human and ecological risks in public debates. 
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Table 3. Summary of very high linear correlations (Pearson’s correlation coefficients, R, significant at p level <0.01 in 
2-tailed test and R>0.35) between variables in section 1. R values > 0.40 have been shown in italics and r>0.65 also in 
bold. To highlight very high correlations, not all significant correlations have been shown. The variables with the greatest 
amounts of very high correlations with other variables have been shown by different shades of green.
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
1 Multiple stressors / 
EU Risk Management
-
2 Multiple stressors / public debate 0.38 -
3 Ecol + human health risks / 
EU risk management 
-
4 Ecol + human health risks / 
public debate
0.38 -
5 Empirical validation / 
public debate
-
6 Exposure + effects / EU risk 
management
-
7 Risks and benefits of substitutes 
/ public
-
8 Lifecycle stages / public debate 0.43 -
9 Variation of risks to organisms /
EU risk management
-
10 Variation of risks to organisms / 
public debate
0.36 0.42 0.36 -
11 Variation of risks to humans / 
public debate 
0.39 0.66 -
12 Uncertainty of exposure / 
EU risk management
0.35 -
13 Uncertainty of expo sure / 
public debate
0.37 -
14 Uncertainty of effects / 
EU risk management
0.37 0.79 -
15 Uncertainty of effects / 
public debate
0.40 0.38 0.72 -
16 Uncertainty of risk reduction 
means / public
0.36 0.38 0.44 -
17 Ways to reduce risks / 
public debate
0.39 -
3.3  
Agreement with claims and statements regarding risks
3.3.1  
Description of the section
The responses to the claims and the associated multiple-choice questions were ex-
amined on a scale from -2 to +2, assigning a value 0 to expressed no-position. The 
assignment of numeric values to such ordinal-level measurements scale produces 
quasi-interval scale (semi-quantitative) variables. This affects the selection of statis-
tics. We used non-parametric Mann-Whitney test, suitable for ordinal scale variables, 
for comparison of arithmetic means, in addition to examination of differences between 
medians and rank correlations for examination of co-variation. Also the skewness 
and bimodality of distributions and the general variability of responses limit the use 
of statistical operations and measures. However, tentative evaluations of bimodality 
could on the other hand also be used to identify divided opinions. A fuller documen-
tation of the responses to the claims is given in Annex D.
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3.3.2  
Results by thematic areas
Philosophical.perspectives.to.risks
A great majority (3 %) of the about 20 respondents to all questions in this section 
agreed, almost half of them fully, that risks can be assessed and compared in quan-
titative terms, although most of them expressed reservation (see Annex D, Fig. D.19 
for more detail). 
A considerably higher proportion (50 %) of respondents disagreed to some extent 
with the claim that all risks to human health can be compared in quantitative terms, 
suggesting that the views on the previous claim were somewhat non-reflected. The 
latter pronounced disagreement may be interpreted as recognition of the significance 
of qualitative aspects of human health risks (cf. corresponding item on variability in 
section 1). 
The statement that uncertainties related to cumulative risks from multiple stressors 
can not be quantified by mathematical modeling was considered rather difficult (>20 
no-positions) and met also with mixed responses: 55 % were at least partly in favor, 
6 % at least partly against. 
Opinions were somewhat divided also on whether the precautionary principle 
conflicts with evidence-based risk management, with >20 no-positions and about 33 
% in favor (most of them only partly), indicating some recognition of a potential for 
conflict. However, 56 % of the respondents disagreed, most of them even fully.
Severity.and.importance.of.different.types.of.risks
More than half (5 %) of the respondents disagreed with the claim that risks from 
non-chemical agents and stressors are more important than those from chemicals, 
although a sizeable amount (13 %) had no position. This in any case suggests that also 
experts focused predominantly on chemicals are often aware of the many biological 
and physical risks (e.g., from pathogens, habitat loss, climate change) and safety risks 
that have been in focus. 
A clear majority (62 %) of respondents disagreed with the claim that human health 
risks from chemicals are more important than their ecological risks. The respondents 
included more experts from the environmental than human health area, but even 
among the latter a non-anthropocentric comparative evaluation of risks was relatively 
common (cf. 3.3.). However, also this question rather strongly divided opinions, with 
35 % in favor and only 3 % no-positions (cf. Fig. D.2 in Annex D).
Most respondents (61 %) agreed with the importance of long-term cumulative risks 
over immediate risks of chemicals, which is understandable considering their many 
indirect and chronic effects. Thus it is notable that 35 % of the respondents disagreed. 
For the influence of affiliation, see 3.3.. 
An overwhelming majority (2 %) agreed, more than half of them fully, with the 
claim that risk management should always tackle worst risks first, and there were only 
1.7 % no-positions. This strong agreement is interesting considering that the priority 
is influenced e.g. by the reducibility of the risk, and may suggest limited reflection 
of the management issues at hand. This however also depends on how management 
is interpreted; if coping with unavoidable risks is included in it, agreement makes 
more sense.
Most respondents (62 %) agreed that risk assessment should be clearly separated 
from risk management. The agreement is still not as complete as in some previous 
risk assessment paradigms (notably that of NAS, 193) but is divided, with 16 % fully 
and 17 % partly against. The evaluation obviously depends essentially on the framing 
of these fields of activity and on the meaning of a clear separation.
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Suitable.methods.for.risk.assessment
Two-thirds of the respondents were optimistic about possibilities to develop ‘rapid’ 
risk assessment methods that are able to provide ‘sufficient’ results for making ‘pru-
dent’ risk management decisions. This is noteworthy, given the present great pres-
sures and strives to achieve this also in EU e.g. under the REACH legislation, and 
the challenges in reconciling also conflicting requirements for scientific quality and 
breadth of assessments with expediency and precaution. It may be noted however 
that the share of no-positions was relatively high (12 %), there were 22 % disagreeing, 
and most of those in favor agreed only partly. 
The claim that it is possible to reduce animal testing of new chemicals to a fraction 
of the present met agreement rather commonly (39 % partly and 2 % fully), consider-
ing that extended testing also has been advocated. The realization of such a radical 
reduction will depend e.g. on the time frame, and may require both alternative testing 
methods and rethinking of in which cases what testing is necessary.
A surprisingly high share of respondents (1 % partly and 19 % fully) agreed with 
the strong claim that risk assessment could be “fully” standardized at a European level, 
considering the inherent diversity of assessment areas, types and contexts, and the si-
multaneous demands for consideration of regional and other specific aspects. Of those 
36 % against, one third opposed strongly. The evaluation depends on what is meant 
by full standardization, e.g. as to precise contents and procedures of assessment.
A majority of the respondents (63 %) agreed with the claim that economic consid-
erations should be completely excluded from risk assessments, and most of them 
fully. Even this question produced somewhat divided opinions, as practically nil 
expressed no position.
Risk.maps
A very high proportion of the respondents (2 %) had no position on the usefulness 
of risk maps for European level risk assessments. However, a clear majority (66 %) 
felt that they can be useful, and very few disagreed. The opinions about the use of 
risk maps in local level assessments were essentially similar. 
Similarly, 2 % of respondents had no opinion on the possibility that high reso-
lution maps may mislead people to believe that depicted risk levels express their 
individual risks, but those that did tended to agree, most of them partly (2 % of all 
respondents). 
A clear majority (59 %) of the respondents agreed, almost half of them strongly, that 
people should have free access to risk maps even if they could be misinterpreted.
Few respondents agreed or disagreed fully that risk mapping of cumulative risks 
from multiple stressors requires too much resources in relation to their information 
value, but those in favor were more numerous than those against (32 % and 22 %, 
respectively). The high share of no-position replies (27 %) also suggests indetermi-
nacy. 
Participatory.processes
Opinions about the claim “Risk management should be strictly based on scientific 
expertise” were strongly polarized, with almost no no-positions, equal shares for 
and against, and over half of these groups strongly. These opinions are related to 
general views about the role of scientific knowledge and expertise and fundamental 
approaches to risks. 
Of the respondents, 3 % agreed with the claim that risk assessment should be 
confined to a group of independent experts without engaging stakeholders or interest 
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groups. Of the 57 % against, a majority (32 % of all respondents) disagreed fully. The 
definition and boundaries of risk assessment influences these views. 
An overwhelming majority of respondents (75 %) disagreed fully with the claim 
“Only stakeholders with direct economic interests should be included in risk manage-
ment”. Likewise, most respondents agreed with the contrasting claim that stakeholder 
participation in risk management should include all interested parties, although in 
this case about 1/3 agreed only partly. These responses reflect consistent support for 
broad and democratic inclusion in risk management.
The claim “Fully integrated treatment of risks is precluded by sector differences” 
had by far the highest share (5 %) of no-position answers, probably due to its unclear 
meaning. Most of those taking a position agreed partly.
Possibilities.to.deal.with.uncertainties
A very clear majority (near 90 %) of the respondents agreed that extrapolation from 
test animals to humans can provide useful estimates of risks, almost half of them fully, 
and only c. 5 expressing no-position. Although such extrapolation is routinely done, 
the result is somewhat surprising considering the divided and lacking opinions on 
some other questions, as both health and eco-toxicological experts often stress the 
limitations of extrapolation. As pointed out by Joost Lahr (personal communication), 
the discrepancy may reflect the fact that extrapolation from animal tests is the most 
developed method that exists at this moment. The replies also depend on the inter-
pretation of the usefulness of estimates.
A great majority (3 %) of respondents considered a broad range of risk scenarios a 
reliable method to handle uncertainties, although most of them agreed only partly. 
A majority (70 %) of the respondents agreed with the claim that the key to dealing 
with uncertainties is more exact measurement and better validated models, reflecting 
an optimistic view of science. However, the opinions were more divided than in the 
previous question, with 21 % partly and 6 % strongly against.
The division of opinions was still more pronounced with the claim that the pre-
cautionary principle should imply that large safety factors are always used, with 2 
% of the respondents disagreeing fully and 27 % partly. As a contrast, 13 % of all re-
spondents agreed fully and 29 % partly. The result indicates awareness that the claim 
is categorical, as the consequences of precaution depend e.g. on types of safety factor 
and the contexts of their use. As to the differences between groups, see below 3.3..
By contrast, only 10 % of the respondents disagreed, and almost all of them only 
partly, with the claim that safety factors should be adjusted frequently in the light of 
new empirical data; both NGO and industry representatives agreed, although their 
concepts of the direction of adjustments may differ. The dominance of agreement 
is rather surprising, as the position depends e.g. on how frequent adjustment takes 
place. 
Tension.between.scientific.and.other.knowledge
The statement “Regulatory risk assessments should include an obligatory description 
of the uncertainties” was met with almost unequivocal agreement (6 % fully, 2 % 
partly), despite the strong requirement of obligation. This highlights the widespread 
acknowledgement of the key role of uncertainties of risks.
Over half (55 %) of the respondents agreed (about one third of them fully) with 
the claim that professional judgments by risk experts are heavily influenced by social 
factors such as political position, affiliation and public attitudes. Still, opinion was 
divided on this matter, with 3 % disagreeing, one third even fully (cf. discussion in 
.2). Responses are naturally dependent on the meaning attached to “heavily”.
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The claim that adverse effects and risks of chemicals are over-represented in sci-
entific literature compared with their benefits also divided opinions, with 3 % in 
favor and 5 % against, although the share of those taking no position was high (13 
%). This claim is related to so-called publication bias in toxicology (see Siegrist and 
Cvetkovitch, 2001).
A clear majority (76 %) of the respondents agreed with the claim that it is the task 
of risk experts to educate the public about the true risks, indicating a prevailing op-
timistic ’positivist enlightenment’ view of the possibilities firstly to define true risks 
and secondly to educate the public about them (cf. ).
The.role.of.communication.and.deliberation.processes
A clear majority (62 %) of the respondents agreed that most risk controversies are 
caused by a lack of expert information to the public. However, 3 % disagreed, one 
third of them strongly, reflecting some awareness that also other factors such as eco-
nomic interests influence risk controversies even beyond any conceivable influence 
of expert information.
Most respondents (62 %), agreed, most of them partly, with the claim that pointing 
out all uncertainties confuses people and makes regulatory decision making more 
cumbersome. However, 36 % disagreed, over one-third of them fully, suggesting 
that roles of and approaches to uncertainties require further specification. It may be 
argued that pointing out “all” uncertainties is inevitably confusing, but the effect may 
depend on how they are pointed out.
A notably clear majority (3 %) of the respondents agreed, most of them even fully, 
with the claim that the media usually exaggerate risks especially when human health 
is at stake. This dominance was even surprising considering some other views e.g. 
on objectivity. Unsurprisingly, an almost equally great majority agreed (although 
fewer of them fully) that news media should provide more detailed information on 
risks to the public. 
Risk comparisons were commonly agreed (by 9 % of respondents partly and 32 
% fully) to be suitable instruments for effective risk communication. 
Interestingly, the claim that public risk perceptions should influence risk manage-
ment decisions was met with divided opinions, and only 5 % no-positions. Those 
against were slightly more numerous than those in favor (50 % and  %, respectively), 
and a greater share of the former disagreed fully (one half and one third, respectively). 
These results can be compared e.g. with the dominant views that most risk contro-
versies are caused by a lack of expert information and that it is the task of experts to 
educate the public. It could be asked that if public perceptions should not influence 
management, what is the point in trying to educate. Discrepancies in responses to 
these questions may however depend on whether a ‘realistic’ or an optimistic posi-
tion is adopted; education may be seen as a desirable and necessary task even if the 
public (presently) are not trusted to influence decisions.
3.3.3  
Summary of responses 
The level of agreement with the claims can be illustrated by the arithmetic means and 
95 % confidence limits of the respective variables (Fig. 2), although means are not ide-
ally suited for their measurement scales and distributions. Medians are not as sensitive 
to variability and provide additional information on the variables that deviate strongly 
and consistently (see below and Annex D). It can be seen that the strongest average 
agreement was recorded for some claims regarding uncertainties and participation. 
These confidence ranges serve to identify variables with exceptionally large variations 
(9, 13, 19, 27, 3 and especially 20) or small variations (15, 16, 36 and especially 23).
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Important additional information on the opinions is given by bimodal response 
variables. These indicate strong division or polarization of opinions, also apart from 
the range of variation. Division in opinion is indicated by high shares of both strong 
agreement and disagreement combined with low share of no-positions (Table ). 
These help define issues subject to pronounced controversies. Some of the divisions 
can on the other hand be related to differing definitions and also to confusions about 
the concepts involved. It is further instructive to compare claims producing divided 
opinions with other responses to thematically related questions. In some cases such 
division and polarity contradict other opinions.
In general, the claims or statements regarding risks provided an interesting mix 
of agreement or disagreement or markedly divided opinions (Fig. 2, Table ). The 
claims as such help to tease out crucial deviations in views, some of which may be 
latent. Views on risk communication also varied; it was for instance commonly ac-
knowledged that media tend to exaggerate risks from chemicals, while recognition 
of publication bias in toxicological and other scientific literature was less common.
Figure 2. Level of agreement with the claims on a scale -2 to 2 in the whole data (means and 95 % confidence intervals).  
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Table 4. Strong agreements or divisions regarding risk claims. The claims have been grouped according to themes, and 
some claims have been converted to the opposite (negation, cf. questionnaire, Annex A) to simplify comparisons. Note 
in particular clearly divided opinions (dark green) and intermediately divided opinions (light green) based on bimodality 
of distributions and on deviation measures.
Statements with which there is general 
strong agreement (>70 %, or >30 % fully 
and >60 % overall)
Statements that strongly divide opin-
ions (>20 % strongly for or against, 
>40 % for and against overall, and 
<10 % no-positions) 
Notes
1. Risks can be assessed and compared in 
quantitative terms
2. All risks to human health can be com-
pared in quantitative terms
Apparent contradiction (but 
division in 2. was not marked)
6. Human health risks of chemicals are 
more important than their ecological 
risks
Not a marked division
7. Long-term risks of chemicals are 
more relevant than their immediate 
risks
Unexpected division of opinion
8. Risk management should always tackle 
worst risks first
Not always possible or desir-
able (cf. text)
9. Risk assessment should be clearly 
separated from risk management
Depends on concepts and 
framing of risk assessment
10. Rapid RA methods can be developed 
that give sufficient results for prudent 
decisions
Common although not strong 
optimism at a key risk assess-
ment dilemma
13. Economic considerations should be 
completely excluded from risk assess-
ment
Depends on concepts and 
framing of risk assessment
12. It’s possible to fully standardize risk 
assessment at EU level
Surprising support of claim but 
considerable division
14-15. Risk maps are useful in risk assess-
ment
Equally on local and EU level
20. Risk assessment is to be confined to 
independent experts
Some deny stakeholder partici-
pation in risk asessment 
(cf. risk management)
21. Not only stakeholders with direct eco-
nomic interests are to be included in risk 
management
19. Risk management should be strictly 
based on scientific expertise
24. Extrapolation from animals to humans 
can give useful risk estimates
25. Broad range of risk scenarios is a reli-
able method to handle uncertainties
27. Precautionary principle should imply 
that large safety factors always used 
Different approaches (descrip-
tive/normative) 
26. Key to dealing with uncertainties is 
more exact measurements and better 
validated models
3. Uncertainties of risks from multiple 
stressors are non-quantifiable by math 
models
Potential contradiction; some 
divided views on both claims
28. Safety factors are to be adjusted fre-
quently
Strong agreement
30. Professional judgments by risk 
experts are heavily influenced by soc 
factors
32. It’s the task of risk experts to educate 
the public about true risks
31. Adverse effects are over-repre-
sented in scientific. literature compared 
to benefits
High share of no positions in 
the divided opinion case
29. Regulatory risk assessment is to include 
obligatory description of uncertainties
33. Most risk controversies are caused 
by lack of expert information to the 
public
Strong agreement on uncer-
tainties, division on causes of 
controversy
35. Media usually exaggerate risks espe-
cially to human health
37. Risk comparisons are suitable instru-
ments of effective communication 
38. Public risk perceptions should influ-
ence risk management decisions
May reflect devaluing of these 
perceptions
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3.3.4  
Findings of explanatory variables
Organization:.The type of.organization the respondents were affiliated to was often 
found to be an explaining variable. The analysis was primarily based on comparisons 
of medians (only secondarily of means) which makes spurious differences due e.g. to 
exceptional outliers and overall variability less likely. Differences of arithmetic means 
mainly by Mann-Whitney test were also taken into consideration.
NGOs and industry represented often polar opposites, but not always. All of these 
differences are not statistically significant due to the small samples sizes in these 
groups (especially NGOs, N=10), but some strong and recurring deviations in views 
suggest real differences between affiliation groups. Notable specific differences in 
responses according to the organization include the following:
1) NGO affiliates, although a small group, as the only group disagreed, and very 
strongly and consistently, with the claim that risks can be assessed and com-
pared in quantitative terms 
2) Affiliates of research institutes (N=57) and, still more strongly, industry (N=29) 
and ‘others’ (N=17) agreed more with the claim that precautionary principle 
conflicts with evidence-based risk management; also the mean rank for agree-
ment with the claim was higher among researchers than regulators
3) Only among NGO affiliates (including consumer and health organizations) 
was there considerable disagreement with the claim that human health risks of 
chemicals are more important than their ecological risks 
) Only among industry was there strong disagreement with the claim that long-
term cumulative risks of chemicals are more relevant than their immediate 
risks 
5) The agreement with the claim that risk management should always tackle 
worst risks first, although common in all groups (cf. 3.3), was strongest among 
industry affiliates 
6) NGO affiliates as the only group disagreed with the statements that risk as-
sessment should be clearly separated from risk management and that animal 
testing for new chemicals can be reduced to a fraction
7) Both NGO and, still more clearly, industry affiliates disagreed with the claim 
that it is possible to fully standardize risk assessments at a European level
) Affiliates of Administration (N=66), NGOs and others disagreed more with the 
claim that risk maps of high resolution can mislead people to believe the maps 
depict their individual risk
9) Industry affiliates agreed more with the claim that risk mapping of cumulative 
stressors requires too much resources in relation to their information value
10) Researchers both in institutes and universities agreed much more than the 
other groups with the claim that risk management should be strictly based on 
scientific expertise, the former also with the claim that risk assessment should 
be confined to a group of independent experts 
11) NGO affiliates as the only group disagreed, very strongly, with the claim that 
the key to dealing with uncertainties is more exact measurement and better 
validated models
12) NGO affiliates also agreed as the only group, very strongly, that the precaution-
ary principle implies that large safety factors are always used.
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Field.of.expertise had often fairly small effect, but in some cases was a significant 
explanatory variable especially based on mean values (in Mann-Whitney test). Top 
levels of significance on the basis of means were noted between respondents identify-
ing themselves with the health and environmental fields (these sub-samples also al-
lowed the detection of significant differences). These cases included the following:
1) Respondents in the health field were significantly more strongly than those in 
the environmental field of the opinion that human health risks of chemicals are 
more important than their ecological risks (mean ranks 120 and , n=71 and 
122, respectively; asymptotic significance level in 2-tailed test 0.000) 
2) Those in the health field significantly more strongly felt that the media usually 
exaggerate risks especially to human health (mean ranks 111 and , respec-
tively; significance level 0.00); this is unsurprising as it can be expected that 
the former are more familiar with such exaggeration in their field. 
3) Those in the health area felt significantly more strongly that animal testing of 
new substances can be reduced to a fraction (significance level 0.001) which 
suggests greater familiarity with such tests and their importance in generating 
toxicological information, and with obstacles in reducing them
) Those in the health area felt significantly more strongly that adverse effects of 
chemicals are over-represented in scientific literature compared with their ben-
efits (asymptotic significance level 0.001) which may be a result of the greater 
familiarity with such publication bias;
5) Those in the health area also felt more strongly that risks from non-chemical 
agents and stressors are more important than those from chemicals (asymptotic 
significance level 0.06).
Other major differences in views (mainly based on differing medians) included the 
following:
1) Possibilities to quantitatively compare human risks: disagreement by envi-
ronmental sector, neutral by health, agreement by multidisciplinary research 
(stronger than by those in environmental) and others;
2) Overwhelming importance of human risks: agreement by health sector, disa-
greement by all others 
3) Possibility to replace animal testing: partial disagreement by health sector, 
agreement by all others
) The limiting of risk management to scientific expertise only: stronger agree-
ment by health sector and multidisciplinary
5) The possibility to reduce uncertainty through additional measurements and 
better models: stronger disagreement by multidisciplinary
6) The influence of social factors on professional judgment: partial agreement by 
health sector, stronger agreement by all others
7) Risk maps of high resolution mislead people to believe their individual risk 
levels are shown: stronger agreement by researchers than regulators. 
Country.or.region.of.residence:.Some differences between respondents from EU-15 
and new EU member states, USA or international (also EU-level) organizations could 
be discerned, although the size of the latter sub-samples limit statistical analyses and 
conclusions. Variables with differences included the following:
1) Those in international organizations felt more strongly than other groups that 
human health risks cannot be quantitatively compared
2) Those in global organizations were most skeptical of fully standardizing assess-
ment at European level
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3) Those from America and especially from international organizations disagreed 
more than others with the claim that risk assessment should be strictly based 
on scientific expertise.
) American respondents were more skeptical of the idea that the key to dealing 
with uncertainties is more exact measurements and better validated models; 
they also more seldom and less strongly were of the opinion that most risk 
controversies are caused by a lack of expert information to the public (cf. 3.2).
5) Those from new EU members seldom felt professional judgment of experts is 
heavily influenced by social factors.
6) Respondents from new EU members and EU-level organizations had greater 
confidence that adverse effects of chemicals are not over-represented in litera-
ture compared with their benefits.
7) Both EU-15 and American respondents disagreed that large safety factors 
should always be used.
) Respondents from new EU members and global organizations felt less strongly 
that public risk perceptions should influence risk management decisions.
Gender: Differences were generally small. There were indications that females were 
slightly more skeptical toward the possibility to compare human health risks in quan-
titative terms and especially toward quantifying uncertainties in multi-stressor risks 
by mathematical modeling. On the other hand, they were more often of the opinion 
that the precautionary principle implies that large safety factors are always used.
3.3.5  
Co-variation of views
Co-variations between opinions on the claims, expressed on ordinal scale, were ana-
lyzed by rank correlations focusing on highly significant cases (Table 5). There were 
some correlations in responses to thematically related claims (1+2, 1+1). Also more 
general conceptual and opinion structures and factors are suggested e.g. by the con-
centration of correlations with the claim that media commonly exaggerate risks. 
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Table 5. Summary of very high correlations (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients, R, significant at p<0.01 in 2-tailed 
test and R>0.2) between some variables in section 2. Correlations with R values >0.3 are shown by italics, >0.4 by bold. 
A majority of the significant correlations have been omitted to highlight the very strong correlations. The variables with 
the greatest amounts of very high correlations with others have been shown by different shades of green. See Figure 2 
for original unabbreviated variable names.
Variable 1 2 4 5 8 14 18 19 20 22 26 32 33 34 35 37 38
1 All risks can be quantita-
tively compared
-
2 All health risks can be 
quantitatively compared
0.44 -
4 Precaution. pr. onflicts 
with evidence-based manage.
-
5 Non-chemical risks more 
important than chemical
-
8 RM should always tackle 
worst risks first
0.21 -
14 Risk maps are useful in 
risk management at EU level 
-
18 Mapping multistressor 
risks drains resources
-0.29 -
19 Riska manage. is to be 
strictly based on expertise
0.25 -
20 Risk assess. to be confin-
ed to independent experts
0.28 -
22 Stakeholder participation 
is to include all
-0.23 -
26 Key to uncertainties is 
more measurement & models
0.31 0.42 -
32 Task of experts is to 
educate on true risks
0.21 0.22 -
33 Most risk controversies 
from lack of expert info
0.20 0.37 0.23 0.36 0.30 -
34 Pointing out all uncer-
tainties confuses 
0.25 0.20 -
35 Media exaggerate risks 
esp. to human health
0.27 0.32 0.25 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.28 0.27 -
37 Risk comparisons are a 
suited way to communicate
0.26 0.27 0.22 0.21 -
38 Public risk perceptions 
should influence manage.
-0.23 -0.21 0.27 -0.27 -0.26 -
                 
3.4  
Interpretations and views of risk maps
3.4.1  
Description of the section
This section was based on example maps of toxicological risks from pesticides to 
aquatic organisms in Denmark, including maps of risks to three groups of organisms 
(in red, green, and blue, respectively) and maps aggregating risks to all of them in 
combined Red-Green-Blue colors of differing hue (position in the RGB color space) 
and intensity (darkness, with darker color corresponding to greater risk) (Fig. 3). 
The three organism groups of different phylogenetic and ecological status (algae, 
water flea and fish) are routinely in focus in regulatory risk assessment of eco-toxi-
cological risks from chemicals in EU, but such detailed geographical distribution of 
risks down to the level of municipalities is normally not considered. 
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Figure 3. Risk maps evaluated in the survey, with values of ‘true’ risk levels as estimated in the original source (courtesy 
of Nielsen et al. 2000, Münier 2006). 
The maps of estimated risks are based on information on exposures and on sensi-
tivity of the respective organism groups. The exact procedure of deriving these ‘true’ 
estimates of risk levels is not relevant, as we are concerned with general aspects and 
views of presenting and using such information in map form. 
The respondents were asked to rank a series of map grids in terms of their average 
risk to the three single groups of animals and, in a combined map, to all of them.
In the second sub-section, the respondents were asked to give their opinions of 
such combined risk maps in likert-type questions by choosing the appropriate level of 
agreement with a number of statements, on a scale similar to that used in the second 
main section of the survey (see 3.3 above).
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3.4.2  
Evaluations of the maps in relation to their calculated risk levels
It can be seen that generally the respondents were able to rank the average risk levels 
in map grids (squares) surprisingly well also in the combined map integrating risks 
to all organism groups (Fig. ). The rankings were even more consistent with the true 
values than in the case of maps of some single risks (Annex D, Assmuth et al. 2007a). 
In some cases the order of the top and second ranks differed from that for the ‘true’ 
risk, especially when true risk levels of the grids were close to each other (see grids 
9 and 12 in Fig. D.61, Annex D).  
It was found that the evaluations of the respondents more closely corresponded with 
‘true’ rankings that were based on discounting the water areas (sea or inland waters). 
This is consistent with the fact that the ‘true’ calculated risk levels of the grids differed 
more markedly (up to about 30 %) in this case, as compared to a difference of only 
about 10 % with the calculated data not discounting for water areas (see the red middle 
columns and the blue left columns, respectively, in Fig. ). This result may however 
also indicate that some degree of such discounting takes place even intuitively. 
The ranking of map grids can be assumed to have taken place during fast on-line 
responses solely by visual inspection and integration of the size and the risk level 
indicated by colour intensity of the sub-areas in each grid as displayed on the screen. 
The correspondence between the visual and calculated rankings of aggregated risk 
level indicates that the respondents were relatively capable to grasp and process risk 
information of multi-dimensional nature also when mediated by combined color 
schemes producing varied patterns in grids of a detailed map. The observed high 
ability to rank combined risk maps may be partly a random effect of the cases evalu-
ated, but suggests that the combination of several risks and colours does not present 
decisive obstacles for interpretation, in comparison with other factors.
Figure 4. Correspondence between calculated (‘true’) rankings of the aggregated eco-toxicologi-
cal risks to freshwater organisms in the example map squares based on computed values, and the 
average rankings by respondents for these squares. The calculated risk levels are given normalized 
as percentages of maximum values either without or with discounting waters areas in the squares. 
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3.4.3  
Agreement with statements regarding risk maps
Generally, responses to the questions or claims concerning risk maps combined inter-
est and fluency with confusion and some resistance. 
Although the respondents were on the average able to rank map grids in order of 
decreasing average risk level (see above), a clear majority (about 170 of about 250) 
of the respondents disagreed with the claim that the combined map (of risk to all 
organism groups) is easy to understand, almost half of them disagreeing fully. How-
ever, an equally clear majority agreed with the statement that the combined map is 
interesting.
An evaluation of the comprehensibility of such maps naturally depends on what 
users are meant. This is reflected in the result that a still higher share of the respond-
ents, altogether about 190 and 110 of them fully, agreed with the statement that the 
combined map easily confuses non-specialists. 
It is interesting that the comprehensibility of such combined risk maps was so 
commonly doubted, not only when asking about the possibility for confusion among 
non-specialists but also more generally, when one considers the observed ability of 
most of the respondents to compare risks displayed in an integrative fashion in the 
maps (see above), and the positive overall attitude to the use of risk maps as a means 
of risk communication (see 3.2). This suggests several explanations that may be com-
plementary. It is possible that although risk maps in general are deemed useful, the 
specific maps used in the experiment were indeed found difficult to grasp on some 
level also beyond simple ranking. 
The views on the function and utility of such risk maps displayed variation depend-
ing on the user group. Most (about 150) of the respondents were of the opinion that 
the combined map is a potentially good tool for informing decision makers, while 
only about 100 respondents agreed and 120 disagreed with the statement that it is a 
potentially good tool for raising public awareness. 
Based on these experiences, limits and opportunities for improved, use- and user-
oriented risk communication by maps may be found. These opportunities include, 
among others, display techniques (such as colour, explanations and symbols, and lay-
ering) and additional information e.g. on uncertainties (cf. Johnson and Slovic, 1995). 
However, in general it seems that maps although being a powerful way of illustration 
carry some inherent problems e.g. through the illusory belief in their veracity. 
3.4.4  
Findings of explanatory variables
Organization: Interestingly, industry employees were most strongly and consistently 
of the opinion that the combined map (of several risks) is easy to understand, does 
not easily confuse non-specialists, and provides a potentially good tool for inform-
ing decision-makers, while those from NGOs were most skeptical toward such risk 
maps. It may be that industry employees are more familiar with such representations 
of risks. Alternatively, this might be due to that maps as a medium convey a sense 
of reliability and expertise. 
Country.or.region: Those from USA were most consistently and strongly of the 
opinion that the combined map is easy to understand and a good tool to inform deci-
sion makers. Again, this may be related to the greater experience with such means 
of risk communication.
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   Discussion
4.1  
Methodology
Useful experience was gained of the challenges involved in obtaining opinions of 
experts and stakeholders by an e-mail survey. Target identification, the use of web-
based survey media, the design of questions, the processes of interaction and the 
treatment of responses all presented challenges. Methods for these tasks therefore 
had to be developed. 
Sending the questionnaire (link) and receiving and responding to replies involved 
multi-directional and multi-level communication with recipients. This added some 
novel aspects to traditional surveys and opinion studies by face-to-face contact. Also 
the user interface and the automatic recording and follow-up of visits and replies 
to the questionnaire web-page posed several technical and methodological issues. 
These include opportunities to develop surveys toward more interaction and more 
nuanced observation and analysis.
The key hurdle was to induce recipients to open the link to the questionnaire. Even 
among those on the mailing list of the Newsletter of the NoMiracle project itself (with 
a letter of invitation signed by the coordinator of the project) only a minority choose 
to open the link, despite repeated requests. For many recipients this may have been 
due to being swamped by excessive email, perhaps also to caution with opening links 
for safety reasons even regardless of automatic filters. Generally speaking, such low 
response rate also in a specifically motivated and repeated survey among experts and 
stakeholders indicates limits e.g. for ‘e-Democracy’ . One problem evident also in the 
selection of experts seems to be that those with greatest experience and activity in 
communication and collaboration tend to be overloaded by e-mail.
Most questions produced meaningful replies, e.g. in terms of spread and the share 
of no-opinions. Non-standard questions displayed most scatter. The replies to some 
questions co-varied with those to thematically related questions, but also in this 
regard the replies were not always consistent. Clarity in wording and definition of 
terms were found to be crucial issues but are not easily solved in a questionnaire be-
cause of the multiplicity of risk concepts especially addressing integrated treatment 
of risks in a multi-respondent survey. Information on risks in geographical maps is 
difficult to convey in a form that can be grasped and processed, especially to people 
not familiar with and confident in such maps. These difficulties can be compounded 
when maps integrating various aspects of risks are used, although some promising 
results were obtained in this respects regarding e.g. colour coding. 
Some aspects of opinions on risks could not be studied in a representative and rig-
orous manner because of the selection of the study population. For instance, analyses 
of the influence of regular demographic variables on opinions could be made to a 
limited extent only (cf. Dosman et al., 2001). This limitation is the result of the con-
scious choice to address experts and stakeholders, specifically those affiliated with 
the NoMiracle project, instead of the general public including lay persons. 
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The results indicate that the choice was right. It seems likely that responses from 
the general public to a survey that also intended to chart the opinions of experts on 
complex issues of integrated assessment would have given meager results, as even 
experts and stakeholders could not be easily motivated to respond. Furthermore, 
great differences in familiarity with key concepts were observed even among the 
experts. Broader surveys of risk opinions (e.g., MacGregor et al., 1999) are made in 
other connections but present challenges also in EU, particularly as regards integrated 
assessment of chemicals and other stressors and comparative studies of the views of 
various groups (Mertz et al., 199). The present survey is one contribution toward 
such additional surveys, and can help identify themes to be addressed. 
4.2  
Summarizing characterization of the 
opinions and their meaning
4.2.1  
General
A key finding is the pronounced.variability.of.views regarding risks and associated 
uncertainties. This variability can only partly be explained by background factors such 
as affiliation or demographic variables, or by the type of question or other methodo-
logical factors (cf. .1). Also the opinions among experts of seemingly similar affilia-
tions varied greatly. A tentative conclusion is that people’s perceptions and views of 
risks and risk assessment are genuinely variable; this richness cannot be captured by 
any simple methodology and be reduced to any simple cognitive or socio-psychologi-
cal model, and cannot (and need not) be dispelled e.g. by information on ‘correct’ 
risks, assessments and management. Nevertheless, items of greatest non-clarity and 
opportunities to illuminate them can be identified. 
Such variability has been noted by other scholars as well. Wilpert (2006) considered 
the divergence within science and expertise as presenting a dilemma comparable to 
that caused by risk perceptions in scientific and public arenas. However, the implica-
tions of this variety are not self-evident but depend e.g. on the weight put on diver-
gence or convergence, respectively. The idea of two distinct cultural approaches to risk 
(Jasanoff, 199) has been criticized in favor of a hybrid model (Horlick-Jones, 199). 
The views of the importance of information on various items for risk management 
or public debate may partly have been affected by the degree to which respondents 
wished to make normative.judgments (‘ought to be important’) . Some responses 
hint at complex factors jointly determining views. For instance, the finding that many 
respondents did not feel that human health risks are more important than their eco-
logical risks may be partly explained by an unwillingness to cave in to the fact that 
most people (including decision makers) prioritize human health risks as ‘dread’ risks 
perceived on personal level (Slovic, 197).
Despite the variation, some differences.emerged.between.respondent.groups. 
Health experts in particular responded to a number of claims in a way suggesting 
greater familiarity with established patterns in generation and use of scientific infor-
mation and greater recognition of requirements for detailed information on effects 
and risks. There were also many differences identified between affiliation groups in 
their opinions, with researchers sometimes differing from regulators and NGOs from 
industry or all others. However, such differences in opinion varied from one issue to 
another, and it is evident that many general divides in views of risks, risk assessment 
and management and of the nature of knowledge and the role of experts do not fol-
low simple lines between such groups.
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Important results were obtained on the views of relationships.between.science,.
assessment. and.management. Essentially, division was found between the view 
that risk assessment and management should be strictly separated (e.g. to guard 
the independency and orderly function of these processes), and that there should be 
closer interaction between the two (e.g. to ensure decision-relevant and more efficient 
assessment). These divisions in views are related to overall concepts of information, 
science and expertise (cf. .2.2), reflected also in the survey. It seems that resolution of 
the tension between these views could be aided by clearer definitions of what forms 
and purposes for the interactions between assessment and management are meant. 
The importance but also the difficulties of integrated.risk.assessment were com-
monly expressed. In addition to integrated assessment in terms of targets (humans 
and others) and agents of risks (chemicals and others), the importance of life-cycles of 
chemicals was recognized. Also the high frequency of no-position answers or divided 
opinions on some items related to integrated treatment of risks, such as in risk map-
ping, suggest realization of limits to integration of complex risks in these contexts. 
The overall.view.of.the.tractability.of.complex.risks.and associated uncertainties 
ranged from optimistic to pessimistic, as did the views of possibilities to combine 
broad and detailed with straightforward and efficient assessment. Many respondents 
regarded information on risk reduction as highly important, but did not recognize the 
need for closer integration of assessment and management. Also the general views 
on the ability of science in producing answers displayed considerable variation. The 
views concerning the importance of items in legislation-based treatment of risks as 
compared to public debates help clarify what are seen as key issues for ‘professionals, 
not public’ or, more seldom, vice versa. However, also these are somewhat ambiguous 
views, and items assigned low importance in the public area can in fact be claimed to 
be relevant also there although differently (e.g. by less formal treatment). 
Different. concepts.of. risk. information and different opinions on its uses are 
highlighted (for more specific discussion, see .3.2). These concepts and views and 
their variation have a direct bearing on what is meant and what consequently can 
be meaningfully striven at by ‘integrated’ risks assessment and by ‘novel’ methods. 
What is insufficient integration or novelty to some is excessive to others, and these 
deviations in views can only partly be attributed to affiliation and experience or be 
diminished by R&D and reconciled through harmonization. 
A large share of respondents did not acknowledge the dependence of expert judg-
ments on socio-political factors (cf. Jasanoff, 199). Typically, optimism as to the abil-
ity to rationally assess and efficiently control risks and uncertainties could be noted. 
Aligned with this, a belief was observable that assessment could be non-problemati-
cally standardized, strictly separated from management, novelty achieved, aspects 
integrated, precaution and evidence reconciled, risks orderly and unambiguously 
communicated, people educated, diversity harmonized, conflicts managed and so 
forth, representing a positivist scientific and policy ideal. One of the outputs from 
the survey is an improved ability to identify where and how such beliefs occur, what 
definitions, assumptions, models and factors they are influenced by, what limitations 
and inconsistencies they might entail, and what their implications are, to proceed to 
discussions of how to develop assessment that takes more realistically into account 
both scientific and policy aspects. Only through such reflexive and critical collective 
deliberation will the obstacles and avenues for this development become clear.
The results in general reveal. important.aspects. in.views.on. risks and how to 
address them. Some non-trivial regularities are tentatively explained. Comparative 
evaluations of risks and, conversely, of the importance of various kinds of information 
are especially illuminating for risk assessment. A belief was observable among many 
respondents that instead of establishing consensus views, the observed variability in 
views and the ignorance and indeterminacy about how to deal with risks and uncer-
tainties together with the regularities in opinion patterns provide key messages. 
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4.2.2  
Views of information and risks
The results of the survey indicate that there are two different tendencies in the views of 
risk information. One is an expert oriented view that is largely based on the (implicit) 
assumption that risk information is something that experts have and can produce for 
normative use. The information itself is value neutral and although it is not perfect it 
can be characterized in sufficient detail by documenting uncertainties and variability. 
The other end of the spectrum is a broad open view of information. Information on 
risks can be produced by everyone and thus there should be general access to the 
data and alternative interpretations are possible and expected. Data and information 
on risks delivered by experts is only one particular source in a much broader array of 
information. This is often linked with a focus on information use in broad participation 
(Fig. 5). However, also those stressing such use of information may adopt more or less 
optimistic attitude toward the need for and utility of information.
The experts’ perceptions of risks can also be summarized as covering a spectrum 
ranging from quantifiable and unambiguous entities that can be handled in well 
defined and systematic frameworks for information processing to loosely specified 
vague entities that defy exact definition and in particular quantification. In this end 
of the spectrum uncertainties and ignorance are too important to be excluded, even 
in a risk assessment context. Again, both valuation and devaluation of the need and 
utility of information can occur (Fig. 5).
Depending on how these views of information and risks are combined, one can 
arrive at very different implications for risk management. There is an inherent ten-
sion between the strongly expert oriented approach to information combined with 
quantitative risk assessments on one hand and a more deliberative democratic ap-
proach combined with recognition of qualitative aspects of risks and uncertainties 
on the other hand. 
In the first case risk management can be based on detailed legally fixed regulatory 
processes that formalize also the methods to be used, such as quantitative represen-
tations, technical formats, concepts and methods, e.g. in mapping (cf. Moen et al., 
199). In the second case the regulatory framework should be more open and allow 
for context dependent management.
These analyses can be related to the results of the present survey. For instance, the 
common view that risk controversies are mainly caused by a lack of expert informa-
tion may be regarded as a one-sided view of the reasons for controversies, as risk 
controversies depend also or sometimes even predominantly on many other factors 
such as media exposure, the perceptions and views of the public and policy-makers, 
the situation where the controversy has arisen, the contesting parties and the anchor-
ing of their positions, overall socio-political factors, and so forth. 
Figure 5. Main tendencies that can be identified in the scatter diagrams on the use of information.
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Table 6. Summarizing evaluation of survey results in relations to NoMiracle project objectives and selected measures of 
success as specified in the Description Of Work (cf. Box 1).
Objectives and selected measures of success as 
presented in the DOW
Relevance of survey findings
I: To develop new methods for assessing the cumulative risks from combined exposures to several stressors … 
Methods for assessing potential effects and for characterizing cumulative 
risk will be developed taking into account the real characteristics of 
potentially exposed human and ecological receptors (sensitivity, vulner-
ability, value as natural resource, realistic probability of exposure, etc). 
A key requirement for any method that aims at wide applicability is the trans-
parency that allows experts with different background to make their own 
reasoned interpretations of the results. Interpretations in comparative assess-
ment of various risks are especially important to cope with cumulative risks in a 
‘realistic’ and widely accepted manner.
Development of integrative endpoints that can be used for characteriza-
tion of cumulative risks.
Integrative endpoints need to account for indirect and systemic impacts, 
loss of benefits, and management links, especially as other stressors and 
multi-factoriality are covered and more realistic risk assessment and characteriza-
tion is sought. This amounts e.g. to balancing specificity and broad relevance of 
the integrative endpoints.
Novel spatial- and receptor-oriented approaches for assessing the inte-
grated exposure to multiple stressors will be available
Cf. below III: non-generic models of exposure tailored to varying conditions in EU
II: To achieve more effective integration of the risk analysis of environmental and human health effects
External expert will recognize the validity of the NoMiracle systems for 
toxicity testing ... especially based on advances in the understanding of 
... mechanisms and biomarkers of toxicity, providing a better transfer-
ability between ecotoxicology and human toxicology
To achieve wide recognition a clear condition is that uncertainties should 
be adequately presented and examined. It is evident that they extend 
beyond mechanisms, markers and tests to fundamental epistemic uncertainty and 
ambiguity, and crucially affect transferability (see below) 
Direct comparability between effects of chemicals (under different condi-
tions) on the environment and the human health.
A structured, context-responsive concept of comparability recognizing 
its limited directness will be important for fruitful integration
The uncertainty analyses will help elucidate the relative share of the hu-
man and non-human components in overall uncertainty, and the options 
for integration across receptors and sectors
Uncertainty analyses, considered important both in a regulatory setting and 
in public debates, require a special effort to make them meaningful for 
a broader audience. The implications of uncertainties in inter-species variabil-
ity need to be sorted out, in order to resolve limits of comparability.
III: To improve our understanding of complex exposure situations and develop adequate tools for sound expo-
sure assessment
Non-generic models that can be tailored to the complex exposure situa-
tions encountered in the European Union
The survey demonstrates that a significant part of the complexity arises 
from differences in views on risk and use of risk information. To be 
widely useful the models thus need to be tailored to take into account 
the regulatory context. This will be a key to resolve what is ‘sound’ exposure 
assessment and to balance specification and generalization of models and unifica-
tion and diversification of assessment, implicit in the varying views on these. 
IV: To develop a research framework for the description and interpretation of combined exposure effects that 
leads to the identification of biomarkers of cumulative exposure and effect 
Highlighting potential species specific and common biomarkers that can 
be used in monitoring of cumulative stress effects on environmental and 
human health
Cf. above I: Integrative endpoints
Development of new methods for comparative risk assessment by
integration of mixture toxicity and multiple stressors (i.e., comparison of 
toxic stress, eutrophication and acidification) 
The comparative aspect requires attention to the transparency of meth-
ods and assessments as they cut across areas where widely differ-
ent interpretations of risks and information exist. A key part of transparency 
is discussion between assessment areas to foster realistic integration and novelty. 
V: To quantify, characterize and reduce uncertainty in current risk assessment methodologies … 
Development of new concepts and techniques to characterize, quantify, 
reduce and deal with uncertainty that are scientifically sound and 
practicable for cumulative risk assessment
When concepts and methods are developed one should be aware that they 
always carry ambiguity and should be described so that different inter-
pretations are explicated and discussed instead of assuming one norma-
tive interpretation of e.g. uncertainty.
Improved safety factors for human and ecological risk assessment based 
on new scientific insights in the underlying toxicological processes that 
explicitly account for uncertainty
Assumptions and choices underlying safety factors should be better 
clarified, reflecting multi-dimensional views on risks, e.g. to reconcile repeated 
safety factors with realism; also their contexts need to be paid attention
4.3  
Implications for the NoMiracle integrated project
Implications of the survey for the integrated project NoMiracle (Novel Methods for 
Integrated Risk Assessment of Cumulative Stressors in Europe) of EU can be identi-
fied by relating the findings to the specific stated objectives of the project (Table 6).
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VI: To develop assessment methods which take into account geographical, ecological, social and cultural differ-
ences …
The methods ... will be integrated in a comprehensive methodology with 
… suitable models and software for assessing location-specific risk, for 
integrating it into a GIS and for producing (eco) toxicological risk maps.
The communicative aspect of risk maps is crucial and attention should be devoted 
to how different risk maps are, are not and could be understood. Without suf-
ficient attention to the communicative aspect risk maps may be highly misleading.
... will allow the production of maps of predicted exposures and esti-
mates of other validated metrics better reflecting actual exposure, of 
ecosystem characteristics and vulnerability and of (eco)toxicological risk 
at different scales. … take into account different European environmen-
tal and land use characteristics and should be valid across the EU.
As above
VII: To improve the provisions for the application of the precautionary principle and to promote its operation-
al integration with evidence-based assessment methodologies 
... will improve the knowledge base and methodologies for
efficient implementation of the precautionary principle in managing risks 
from chemicals and other stressors through multi-disciplinary studies of 
the key cognitive, knowledge-related and social issues in risk assessment. 
Many experts see an inherent conflict between applications of the pre-
cautionary principle and evidence based risk assessment. A resolution 
of this conflict requires explicit description of the framings and ele-
ments on which the precaution is based.
... will elucidate ways to integrate the precautionary principle with 
detailed scientific risk assessments, depending on the decision situation 
... The work will focus on the use of scientific information in integrated 
assessment to provide policy-relevant advice and on related processes of 
inference and deliberation. 
The variability in perception and interpretation of risks and 
the different views on the uses of risk information pose major challenges for 
methods development and policy processes. Special effort should be de-
voted to introducing structuring elements in management processes so 
that underlying differences become evident and understandable.
This R&D is expected to have significant value for the development and 
implementation of integrated risk assessment and for risk management, 
be it predominantly science-based or precautionary, in a variety of 
contexts, primarily in the project domains but also more generally. 
The survey has proven the existence of broad variability in views concerning 
risk information even among experts. Risk assessment and management 
will not fully serve society if this variability is not acknowledged and addressed 
explicitly, and methods are developed based on a single normative view of risks. 
The R&D in this area will, by elucidating risk views and knowledge and 
inference in assessment, also serve to integrate the project. 
The survey has contributed to understanding the variability that exists also in the 
project, enhancing communication and collaboration.
It can be seen that in addition to the objectives and contents of the project that deal 
explicitly with risk communication and policy deliberation (mainly objectives VII 
and VII), the results have significant implications for also other objectives and parts 
of the project, including those that have to do with apparently more ‘objective’ issues 
such as exposure and effect analyses. This is due to the multi-faceted and crucial role 
of risk perception and risk communication in formulating the basic concepts of and 
approaches to risks. Many of the fundamental concepts of risks have relevance for 
how to assess risks and how in turn to produce information, e.g. by scientific research, 
monitoring and testing, for these assessments.
These observations in the case of the NoMiracle project support the interpretations 
(e.g., Jasanoff, 199; Assmuth and Hildén, 2006) that risk assessment and associated 
research are not separate from management and related valuation issues that have a 
considerable subjective and socio-culturally defined character, and are not thus solely 
objectively definable. On the other hand, the special nature of scientifically proven 
risks and risk perceptions needs to be examined and reflected upon.  
The main general conclusion based on the survey is that there is a need to apply a 
more reflexive, pluralist approach to risks and uncertainties and to their assessment. 
The plurality in both risks and in perceptions of and approaches to risks is especially 
important when attempting to develop integrated assessment.  
Future work needs to more fully investigate and account for the variability in risk 
views and its implications both for R&D in risk assessment and for communication 
in management contexts. In particular, the meaning and use of information and, 
conversely, the role of uncertainties for policy developments require attention. 
The survey builds one basis for gaining insights in risk perception and commu-
nication and for associated methods development in the NoMiracle project. These 
experiences and insights will be used in the identification of target actors, issues and 
approaches in subsequent studies, and in the communication between researchers, 
developers and end-users also more generally.
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Annex A. 
 The questionnaire (screen version)
The questionnaire was internet based and contained 16 pages. Screen captures from 
each page are presented below.
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Annex B. 
Letter of invitation to participate in the survey
Dear recipient, 
We would like to invite you to participate in the survey on integrated risk assessment. 
This survey is part of the EU-funded project NoMiracle, aimed to develop methods 
for assessing the cumulative risks from combined exposures to multiple stressors. 
The survey is distributed by the Finnish Environment Institute to experts and key 
stakeholders involved in risk assessment and management mainly of chemicals.
We ask for your personal views on a number of questions related to risk and risk 
management. Your contribution to the survey is highly valuable in order to ensure an 
adequate coverage of views. The questionnaire has been tested and it will normally 
take 20 min to fill in.
Please respond by November 30.
The following link takes you to the questionnaire:
http://www.finenvi.org/questionnaire/questionnaire.html?code=1234
Thank you for your contribution.
Dr Hans Løkke, Coordinator of the NoMiracle Project
National Environmental Research Institute, Denmark
Prof. Mikael Hildén, Work Package Leader
Finnish Environment Institute, Finland
If you have any queries about our research or this questionnaire, or if you want to 
receive the results of this study, we will be happy to respond. Please contact Finnish 
Environment Institute researchers Timo Assmuth, mailto:timo.assmuth@ymparisto.fi 
or Jari Lyytimäki, mailto:jari.lyytimaki@ymparisto.fi. If you want additional informa-
tion about NoMiracle-project please visit http://nomiracle.jrc.it/ .
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Annex C.  
Recipient and respondent data
Response rate
The final survey population consisted of 952 e-mail accounts. Several additions and 
removals were made to the original recipient database (N=1020) based on the feed-
back received and the identification of non-functional e-mail addresses. The e-mail 
addresses that were identified as non-functional were removed from the final survey 
population, as well as the addresses of the members of the research team at the Finnish 
environment institute and duplicate addresses. Based on the automatic reply mails, 
those addresses that clearly were not used by the intended person (e.g. due to retire-
ment) were also removed from the database. 
The number of survey population and respondents includes additional answers that 
were gained when the original recipient spontaneously or after contacting the research 
team forwarded the questionnaire to colleague (N=8). It is possible that some answers 
came from persons outside the survey population, if the resend mail induced answer 
by colleague but not by the original receiver of the mail. However, all responses were 
gained through the numbered links provided by the research team, indicating that all 
who responded had received the introductory mail containing the link. 
The total number of responses received during the period 21 Nov. 2006 – 8 Jan. 2007 
was 247. One answer containing no data was removed and thus the final number of 
responses was 246. Based on these data, the response rate was 26 %. The rate increased 
especially after the first reminder (Figure C.1). Three responses were received after 8 
Jan. 2007 but it was not possible to include those here.
During the period 21 Nov. 2006 – 8 Jan. 2007, the questionnaire page was visited 
from with 463 different check codes, indicating that at least 49 % of the respondents 
who received the mail requesting to participate clicked the link to the questionnaire 
page. Thus, it may be concluded that a key difficulty in obtaining responses to the 
questionnaire was to induce recipients to open the page. Of those who overcame this 
threshold, 53 % replied to the questionnaire. Information does not exist on whether 
those who did not reply opened anything but the first page of the questionnaire.
Figure C.1. Cumulative number of 
responses after the successive mailing 
rounds.
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Unanswered questions
The distribution of unanswered questions shows that in the first section the average 
number of missing cases was 14. In these cases the box containing the statement was 
not placed inside the graph. Especially the statement about the use of risk maps in sec-
tion 1 was difficult to answer (marked with arrow in Figure C.2). The average number 
of missing cases in the second section containing multiple choice questions was 6.4. 
The most difficult part to answer was the third section dealing with risk maps. The 
average number of missing cases was 19 when the respondents were asked to order 
map squares according the risk indicated in each square. Multiple choice questions 
about the use of the risk maps in this ection again produced an average of only 6.4 
missing cases. The question with the highest share of no answers was the country of 
origin of the respondent, where respondent had to type the information in the form 
(two arrows in Figure C.2).
Fast and slow or eager and reluctant respondents could be distinguished to a limited 
extent only (and information on this cannot be used to extrapolate from obtained 
results to non-respondents), as the distribution waves are difficult to separate in an 
emailed web-based questionnaire, and due to general character of the process. The 
information on how long the recipient kept the link open may be related to many 
factors, also random, and can thus not be meaningfully interpreted. Those who 
received the email in the office but answered later may have been particularly busy 
and flooded by email (and concerned with harmful messages), and not uninterested 
in the survey, as indicated by many comments to this effect.
Organization or affiliation
The response rate varied among the principal groups of recipients. As expected, most 
of the recipients identified themselves as representatives of administration, research 
institutes or universities. The number of answers from the representatives of indus-
try, Non-Governmental Organizations (including e.g. environmental, consumer and 
health organizations) and consulting firms was lower.
Figure C.2. Distribution of the answers with no data among the different questions. 
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Figure C.3. Affiliation of the 
respondents. 
 Response rates by different affiliation groups can be calculated crudely from 
recipient data based on functioning addresses and prior evaluations of affiliation. 
The positioning of some respondents is ambiguous. Response rates above the average 
have been indicated in bold. The high response rates for researchers and NGOs may 
be noted. The rate for industry is also higher than that for administration:  Research 
institute: c. 30 % of recipients in this category; Administration: c. 18 %; 	 University: 
31 %; NGO: 38 %; Consulting firm: 29 %; Industry: 24 %.
Country or region
The distribution of respondents between countries or regions of residence is given in 
Table 1 along with summary data on affiliation. The countries have been grouped in 
old EU countries in the ‘EU-15’ group, new EU member states and non-EU countries. 
Estimated response rates have been indicated (see footnotes).
The high rates for The Netherlands, USA and also Germany are noteworthy, due also 
to their high total amount of respondents. On the other hand, the non-representation 
of Greece may be noted. The positioning of some respondents is ambiguous e.g. 
because they could indicate a country or international institution. 
The respondents from EU may be also divided in Northern or Central European and 
Southern European (Portugal, Spain, Italy, Slovenia, Bulgaria, Romania) countries. 
However, the latter group includes few respondents, and this division also overlaps 
with the ‘EU-15’ and ‘other EU’ division.
Gender, age and education level
A clear majority of the respondents were male (176 males and 67 females = 72 and 
28 %, respectively, of those respondents specifying gender). Males were also over-
represented among the recipients.
The respondents are mainly upper middle age (around 50), reflecting the length 
of professional experience (Figure C.4).
The highest level of academic education obtained by the respondents is distributed 
is shown in Figure C.4. An overwhelming majority (74 % of respondents specifying 
their field) of the respondents have a PhD degree.
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Table C.1. Distribution of respondents by country and organization. Numbers and percentages of 
responses within areas are presented (34 missing values = 14 % of all respondents).
Country or region Affiliation Total
Research Administration Industry University  NGO Other
EU-15 countries1 41 32 12 42 4 8 139
 30% 23% 8.6% 30% 2.9% 5.8% 100%
New EU countries2 2 14 1 4 1 1 23
8.7% 61% 4.3% 17% 4.3% 4.3% 100%
Other European countries3 0 3 0 1 1 0 5
0% 60% 0% 20% 20% 0% 100%
North America4 3 0 6 6 1 2 18
 17% 0% 33% 33% 5.6% 11% 100%
EU-organization5 6 10 0 0 0 0 16
 38% 63% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Other int. organization6 0 1 4 0 2 4 11
 0% 9.1% 36% 0% 18% 36% 100%
Total 52 60 23 53 9 15 212
25% 28% 11% 25% 4.2% 7.1% 100%
1Austria 3 respondents (c. 14 % of the recipients calculated based on the e-mail addresses), Belgium 10 
(26 %), Denmark 10 (31 %), Finland 8 (27 %), France 6 (28 %), Germany 26 (34 %), Greece 0, Ireland 2 (14 
%), Italy 8 (16 %), Luxemburg 0, Portugal 4 (33 %), Spain 5 (26 %), Sweden 12 (23 %), The Netherlands 33 
(52 %), UK 12 (15 %).
2 Bulgaria 1 (14 % of the 7 recipients), Cyprus 1 (25 %), Czech Republic 3 (23 %), Estonia 1 (11 %), Hungary 
2 (13 %), Latvia 0 (of 4), Lithuania 4 (29 %), Malta 0 (of 4), Poland 5 (29 %), Romania 0 (of 4), Slovakia 2 
(22 %), Slovenia 4 (57 %).
3 Iceland 1 (33 % of the 3 recipients), Norway 2 (22 %), Switzerland 2 (11 %), Turkey 0 (of 1),
4 Canada 2 (67 % of the 3 recipients), USA 16 (44 %).
5 Commission of European Communities (including JRC) (10), European Environment Agency.
6 WHO and other United Nations organizations, HELCOM, Health and environment alliance Eurometaux, 
Cepe and four organizations not identified.
Main field and length of expertise
The field of expertise of the respondents was used as a background variable mainly 
because of the key issue of integrating risk assessment and expertise from several 
fields and disciplines. The main field of expertise was dominated by environmental 
management (47 % of the respondents specifying the field), followed by human health 
(25 %) and multi-disciplinary research (10 %).
Among the fields of expertise, almost half the respondents represent environment, 
a quarter health 25 %. Relatively many also placed themselves in the category 
multidisciplinary research. The category ’other’ includes information (2 %) , enterprise 
(1 %), fisheries, economy and safety (0.4 %). 
Most respondents have relatively long, over ten year professional experience in the 
main field of expertise. While 11 % of the respondents who gave information about 
this question had the experience less than five years, 34 % had the experience of 21 
years or more. 
Notably, a majority of the recipients that were included in the Newsletter distribution 
of the NoMiracle project did not provide answers. The percentage of answers from 
the members of the NoMiracle consortium was 37%. It seems that many experts are 
too busy or otherwise disinclined to even check out a questionnaire in their particular 
field of work and from the project they are involved or interested in. Spam and other 
email flows may contribute to such non-reaction.
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Figure C.4. Education level and age distribution of the respondents.
Figure C.5. Main field of working expertise and working experience of the respondents
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Annex D. 
Detailed results
1  
Views of the importance of information for legally 
based management of risk and public debate 
1.1  
Aspects of integrated treatment of risks
Quantitative information on multiple stressors
Most respondents considered quantitative information on cumulative risk from multiple 
stressors to be of importance. This may partly be due to the fact that many respondents 
were engaged in integrated study and assessment of risks (e.g. in the NoMiracle project) 
and generally in treatment of multiple risks, but also to more general recognition of the 
importance of such information. The response confirms the need to account for cumula-
tive risks, the basic objective of e.g. the NoMiracle project. Those respondents who were 
members of the NoMiracle project (N=64) considered information for regulatory risk 
management more important (mean=0.76) than non-members (N=172, mean 0.67), but 
the importance for public debate was seen as only slightly more important by NoMiracle 
members (mean=0.53) than by others (mean=0.51). Those whose field of expertise was 
environment (N=116) considered the importance for regulatory risk management high 
(mean=0.72), as did those representing interdisciplinary research (N=23, mean=0.71). 
Health experts (N=71) emphasized regulatory management slightly less (mean=0.67) and 
public debates slightly more (mean=0.54). 
It should be stressed that quantitative information was specified. Significantly, this kind 
of information was deemed important both in regulatory and public treatment of multiple 
risks. Although there is wide variation in the perceived importance of this information in 
both contexts, few respondents considered it important for public discussions if they did 
not consider it important also in regulatory settings (the lacuna in the lower right-hand 
corner in Figure D.1). It appears, however, that experts in the health sector stress more the 
use in public debates than those from the environment sector.
The noticeable concentration of replies to a few node points is probably due to a ten-
dency to position the rectangular labels (titles) of the items between the guiding lines that 
were visible in the web graph, and to a tendency to avoid overlapping labels of the six 
items in this subsection (see Annex 1). This tendency results in that the axis’ approach 
ordinal scale (classified variable with only one value per class) instead of interval scale. 
The tendency however seems to have weakened in the course of the replying (see below), 
conceivably as the respondents noticed that the labels could be placed freely.
Integration of ecological and human health risks
The replies were concentrated in the upper right-hand corner, indicating high perceived 
importance of information on this level of integration (between target organisms). Again, 
few respondents deemed this important for public discussions but not for regulatory 
procedures (Figure D.2). The difference in perceived importance of this information may 
be a reflection of the fact that the public at large is considered to be mainly interested in 
and concerned with human health risks, in an anthropocentric manner, while informa-
tion on ecological risks is not regarded as being important in this context. However, the 
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interpretation of such differences depends on how far the evaluations of the relative 
importance of information include a goal-oriented and even normative dimension, 
i.e. thoughts of what people ’should better be’ interested in, instead of being more 
based on the present factual situation and thus allowing for different perspectives 
and preferences and grading the information needs accordingly.
Figure D.1. Perceived importance of quantitative information on cumulative risks from multiple 
stressors. 
Scatter diagrams (top) and frequency distributions (below) for expressed importance of quantita-
tive information on cumulative risks from multiple stressors. The frequency distribution (scale 0-1) 
to the left is for importance in public debates, that to the right for legally based treatment of risks. 
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In this case, the field of expertise (health or environment) has interest as a poten-
tial explaining background variable. Experts of heath issues (N=71) indicated that 
the importance for regulatory risk management (mean=0.66) is only slightly higher 
compared to the importance for public debate (mean=0.65), while others, especially 
those representing interdisciplinary research, indicated more clearly that this issue 
is more important for regulatory risk management. In other words, the health sector 
comes out with a slightly stronger emphasis on public debate. 
Figure D.2. Perceived importance of integrated information on ecological and human health ef-
fects. (For explanation, see Figure D.1).
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Empirical validation of model simulations of risks
This type of information was on the average ranked to be the least important in this 
section both considering the regulatory ’expert’ domain (mean 0.63), and especially 
for public discussions on risks (mean=0.35). This 2-fold difference between the per-
ceived importance in the regulatory and public domain was the greatest for all items 
in this section of the questionnaire. Again, the lower right corner of the plot is quite 
empty (Figure D.3, cf. item 1 above). The number of missing cases (N=15) was high, 
which may indicate that the formulation of the phrase was vague or otherwise dif-
ficult to understand or evaluate. This is understandable because of the specialized 
concepts involved that, although having distinct meanings in science, are not readily 
comprehensible to lay persons. 
In fact the question of validation or confirmation and avoidance of unrealistic 
models pertains to public discussions as well, although somewhat differently and 
often mediated in a modified form from scientific and expert deliberation. It may be 
mentioned that one respondent expressed skepticism of the possibility of validating 
risk models. 
Integrated information on both exposures and effects
Integrated information on exposures and effects was considered to be rather consist-
ently important in regulatory treatment of risks, with few marks in the lower part of 
the graph (standard deviation of this item was lowest (0.17) and mean value highest 
(0.76) in this section), whereas the variation along the other axis was greater (Figure 
D.4). Both the importance for public debates (mean=0.65) and regulatory risk manage-
ment (mean=0.79) was emphasized by experts of health issues (N=69). 
The perceived need to combine these aspects in such professional contexts may 
explain some of the evaluations of the relative information needs in the two dimen-
sions. (This can be further illuminated by considering the distribution of rankings 
among the affiliation groups.)
Information on risks and benefits of substitutes for currently used chemicals
This item and dimension of integrated treatment of risks was considered to be among 
the most important ones and, significantly, was often ranked high in terms of impor-
tance also for public discussion (Figure D.5). The mean value calculated for the use in 
public debate (0.68) was the highest one in this section. Quite a few respondents even 
considered it to be important in the public arena but not in regulatory treatment of 
risks. Health experts (N=69)considered the importance of this item for public debates 
to be lower (mean=0.64) than experts from other areas. Respondents representing 
NGOs (N=10) rated the importance for public debates very high (mean=0.79). Due 
to the formulation of the question , it cannot be distinguished more closely whether 
the high importance attached to information on this topic area both in regulatory 
treatment and in public debates has to do with views on balancing risks and benefits 
of chemicals in general or with a balanced consideration of currently used and sub-
stitutes chemicals in particular. 
The evaluation of the responses to this question is related to the relative role of 
information on risk management options. It can also be hypothesized that it relates to 
concepts of the boundaries of risk assessment and its links with risk management.
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Figure D.3. Empirical validation of model simulations of risks. (For explanation, see Figure D.1).
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Figure D.4. Integrated specific information on both exposures and effects. (For explanation, see 
Figure D.1).
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Figure D.5. Information on risks and benefits of substitutes for currently used chemicals. (For 
explanation, see Figure D.1).
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Information on risks in all life-cycle stages of chemicals and other products
This item was regarded as having more importance on regulatory (mean 0,64) than 
public (mean=0.59) treatment (Figure D.6). Especially respondents representing inter-
disciplinary research (N=26) regarded the importance for regulatory management 
(mean=0.69) as more important than that for public debates (mean=0.57). Evaluations 
of this item may be in part related to the perceived relative importance of information 
on risk prevention and risk management in general. 
Figure D.6. Information on risks in all life-cycle stages of chemicals and other products. (For expla-
nation, see Figure D.1).
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1.2  
Variations and uncertainties of risks
Descriptions of the variability of risks to specific organisms
Information on the variability of risks to different organisms (Figure D.7), including 
especially different species, was deemed important mainly in regulatory settings 
(mean=0.67), almost twice as important as in public debates (mean=0.43). This is 
understandable and was expected, as inter-species integration and associated varia-
tion and uncertainty are key themes also in the NoMiracle project, as such variation 
is crucial e.g. in standard ecotoxicological risk assessment when addressing various 
groups of organisms, and as it may be considered less crucial for members of the 
public at large. The public importance of this item was rated on average as the least 
important in this section (mean=0.43). Several peaks may be distinguished in the 
frequency distribution of the perceived public importance.
The wording of the question may have had some bearing on the responses, since 
the ”specific organisms” may have suggested to many respondents a specialized 
treatment of risks, and thus mainly in regulatory assessment and management con-
texts. The more general issue of considering both human health and ecological risks 
and the associated variability between species may not have been readily evident 
for some respondents. However, it is possible that when variability and uncertainty 
are emphasized, this item is more generally and genuinely felt to be predominantly 
’for professionals’. Responses to this question may be seen in relation to those re-
garding integration of human and ecological risks (see above) and also to the field 
of expertise.
Descriptions of the variability of risks to humans
Information on and descriptions of variability of risks to humans (Figure D.8) was 
considered important more often than corresponding information on organisms 
in general, especially for public discussions (cf. previous item). A few respondents 
even considered it highly important in this context but unimportant in regulatory 
contexts. The importance of this item was rated highest in this section for both of the 
public debates (mean=0.62) and EU-level risk management (mean=0.73). This may 
be explained in part by that most people are (perceived to be) concerned mainly with 
human health risks (cf. Figure D.7), and thus also variability in these risks e.g. due to 
particular vulnerability or sensitivity of groups and individuals is seen as important 
to account for. While expected, this result serves to confirm the need for addressing 
variability in risks and also communicating it to the public.
Information on the variability of risks among humans was regarded as very im-
portant especially among those representing human health expertise. 
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Figure D.7. Descriptions of the variability of risks to specific organisms. (For explanation, see 
Figure D.1).
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Figure D.8. Descriptions of the variability of risks to humans. (For explanation, see Figure D.1).
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Information on uncertainties with respect to exposures
Information on this item was considered to be of importance more strongly in regu-
latory (mean=0.72) than in public discussions (0.51) (Figure D.9). Also the deviation 
of the evaluation was smaller in the former dimension. It seems likely that variation 
and uncertainty in general is seen to be pertinent mainly to professional treatment of 
risks. Respondents from North America (N=18) regarded this item as more important 
for public debate (mean=0.72) than did other respondents. 
Figure D.9. Information on uncertainties with respect to exposures. (For explanation, see Figure D.1).
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Information on uncertainties with respect to effects
The importance of information on uncertainties in effects (Figure D.10) was rated high 
for regulatory risk management (mean=0.71). The opinions were more divided with 
respect to public discussion (mean=0.56), although this item was considered slightly 
more important also to the public than that on exposures. The standard deviation 
(0.16) was lowest for regulatory risk management and second highest (0.24) for public 
debate. Environmental experts (N=120) considered the importance for public debates 
lower (mean=0.51) than did health experts (N=71, mean=0.62).
Figure D.10. Information on uncertainties with respect to effects. (For explanation, see Figure D.1).
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Information on uncertainties in measures to reduce risks
Information on uncertainties of risk reduction measures was considered important 
more strongly in regulatory risk management (mean=0.65) than in public debates 
(mean=0.54). However, the importance put on the risk management was the lowest 
one in this section. This can be compared with responses to the question on integrating 
risk and benefit information for chemical substitutes that was, exceptionally, regarded 
as more important to public than regulatory discussions (Figure D.5) and, still more 
directly, with the question below on ways to avoid and reduce risks (Figure D.16).  
Figure D.11. Information on uncertainties in measures to reduce risks. (For explanation, see Figure D.1).
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Justifications for chosen safety factors 
This item was considered highly important in regulatory contexts (mean=0.70), but 
evaluations of its importance in public discussions were very variable (mean=0.59), 
with a rather even distribution (standard deviation (0.26) being highest in this sec-
tion) (Figure D.12). 
It may be noted that the justifications may be seen in relation to uncertainty (regard-
ing assumptions made) but also in relation to confirmation and communication. 
Figure D.12. Justifications for chosen safety factors. (For explanation, see Figure D.1).
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1.3  
Risk communication
Qualitative (narrative) descriptions of risks 
Qualitative or narrative descriptions of risks were very consistently considered of 
great importance in public discussions but were deemed of variable importance in 
regulatory contexts as shown by the high standard deviation (0.28) (Figure D.13). 
Especially those respondents representing Non-Governmental organizations (N=10, 
mean=0.81) or originating from North America (N=18, mean=0.8) considered the 
qualitative descriptions important for public debates. People representing research 
institutes (n=56) considered this kind of information important for public debate 
(mean=0.74) but not for legally based risk management (0.48). The importance of this 
item for risk management was rated low also by the respondents from EU-organiza-
tions (N=16, mean=0,50) and other international organization (N=11, mean 0.48). 
Interestingly, the importance of narrative descriptions for public debate seems to rise 
in conjunction with the working experience of the respondents. Respondents with 
five years or less working experience from their field of expertise gave lower evalua-
tion of importance (N=25, mean 0.60) than did respondents with longer experience. 
Those respondents with 21 or more years of experience gave the highest evaluation 
of importance (N=79, mean 0.74).
Perceptions of risks using maps 
The evaluations of the importance of risk maps were highly variable both regarding 
regulatory procedures and public discussions (Figure D.14). Rather many respondents 
considered them to be very important in the latter but unimportant in the former 
sphere (see lower right-hand corner). On average, the importance of risk maps was 
rated as the least important (mean=0.51) compared to other items presented in this 
section. Especially respondents representing EU-organization (N=16) considered the 
maps as important for public debate (mean=0.71) but not for regulatory risk man-
agement (mean= 0.39). Also respondents with the field of expertise of health (N=69) 
considered this item as relatively important for public debate (mean=0.64) but not 
for regulatory risk management (mean=0.45). Those respondents representing inter-
disciplinary research rated the use of risk maps as very important for public debate 
(N=22, mean=0.74). 
Many respondents declined to answer this question. The pronounced variation in 
responses to this item may reflect both vague concepts of risk maps and genuinely 
equivocal views regarding their importance. This may be seen in relation to other 
questions on risk maps (see below).
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Figure D.13. Qualitative (narrative) descriptions of risks. (For explanation, see Figure D.1).
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Figure D.14. Perceptions of risks using maps. (For explanation, see Figure D.1).
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Information on the acceptance of specific risks by stakeholder groups 
Information on risk acceptance by stakeholder groups was not consistently considered 
to be important in either regulatory procedures or public discussions (Figure D.15). 
Instead, the distribution of perceived importance along both dimensions is quite even. 
Based on the field of expertise, those who identified themselves as representatives of 
interdisciplinary research (N=26) consider this item more important than experts from 
environment, health or other sectors. They also consider this item more important 
for regulatory risk management (mean= 0.68) than for public debate (mean=0.61). 
Experts from other fields considered this item slightly more important for public 
debate. Representatives from Non-Governmental Organizations (N=9) rated the im-
portance for public debates very low (mean=0.41). Younger respondents seem to see 
the importance for regulatory management greater than the older respondents.
This result cannot be interpreted as indicating similar spread of views regarding 
the importance on risk acceptance itself. Instead, many respondents might have 
thought that while the acceptance is important, information on it does not need to be 
provided and used. However, views regarding the importance of such information 
in risk assessment may vary greatly from those regarding it in risk management. It is 
more easily understandable that such information is not considered important in risk 
assessment, especially by people who are inclined to separate risk assessment from 
risk management considerations (see below). The ambiguity in evaluations of the 
importance of this information may also be related to the fact that risk acceptance is 
not considered to be a legitimate area of assessment or even management procedures, 
but is seen as ’off limits’, something that is settled elsewhere. This is interesting con-
sidering that information on risk management means is ranked so highly (see next 
item). These results suggest that the issues and information within acceptance are not 
deemed as crucial as the more technical information on management options. 
Information on ways to avoid, eliminate and reduce risks 
This item was evaluated as having the greatest importance for regulatory treatment 
of risks (mean=0.76) and the second greatest for public discussions (mean=0.69) on 
risks (Figure D.16). The standard deviation for public debate (0.19) was the lowest in 
this section. Respondents with expertise from interdisciplinary research (N=24) see 
this kind of information as important for public debates (mean=0.74) and for regula-
tory risk management (mean=0.74) while other respondents seem to emphasize the 
importance for public debate. Among the different affiliation groups, the representa-
tives of NGOs (N=10) emphasize the importance (mean=0.86) for public debates.
Information on different possible precautionary measures 
This item is also ranked high on both axis’, but not as distinctly as the former al-
though they are closely related (Figure D.17). Evaluations of the relative weight of 
this information are influenced by interpretations of precaution. It may for instance be 
that it is conceived as something that is not as relevant for the regulatory assessment 
and management process but a departure from it and e.g. the provision and use of 
scientific and technical information (also on management options). 
The respondents with expertise from the field of environment (N=115) rated 
information on precautionary measures more important both for public debates 
(mean=0.66) and regulatory risk management (mean=0.68) than respondents with 
other field of expertise. Representatives of industry (N=28) rated the importance 
low especially for regulatory risk management (mean=0.51) while representatives of 
NGOs highlighted the importance both for public debate (mean=0.70) and regulatory 
risk management (mean=0.72). 
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Figure D.15. Information on the acceptance of specific risks by stakeholder groups. (For explana-
tion, see Figure D.1).
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Figure D.16. Information on ways to avoid, eliminate and reduce risks. (For explanation, see Figure 
D.1).
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Figure D.17. Information on different possible precautionary measures. (For explanation, see 
Figure D.1).
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Figure D.18. Information on long term risk scenarios. (For explanation, see Figure D.1).
Information on long term risk scenarios 
This item exhibits a clear three-peak distribution in the perceived importance in public 
debates (Figure D.18). Compared to other items in this section, the average importance 
was rated as the lowest for public debates (mean=0.57) and highest for regulatory risk 
management (0.73). Especially environmental experts (N=118) seem to emphasize the 
importance for regulatory risk management (mean=0.76), but not so much for public 
debates (mean=0.54). Representatives of NGOs (N=10) saw this item more important 
for public debate (mean=0.74) than for regulatory risk management (mean=0.61) while 
within other affiliation groups the situation was vice versa. 
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2  
Agreement with statements regarding risks
2.1  
Philosophical perspectives to risks
Figure D.20. All risks to human health can be 
compared in quantitative terms (N=244, miss-
ing=2).
More respondents disagree fully (21 %) or partly (30 
%) with the statement than in the previous claim; this 
can be interpreted as reflecting greater recognition 
and valuation of qualitative aspects oh human health 
risks (cf. corresponding item on variability in section 
1). Over one third of the respondents agreed partly 
(39 %) and almost one out of ten agreed fully (8.2 %). 
Figure D.19. Risks can be assessed and com-
pared in quantitative terms (N=245, missing=1).
An overwhelming majority of the respondents found 
that risks can be assessed and compared in quantita-
tive terms, although most of them expressed some 
reservation. A quarter of the respondents (25 %) 
agreed fully with the statement and over half (60 %) 
agreed partly. Only 2.4 % of the respondents disa-
greed fully and 14 % disagreed partly. No respondent 
selected the option ”no position”. Note that the situ-
ation might have been different if opinions about the 
comparability and commensurability of risks would 
have been asked separately.
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Figure D.21. Uncertainties related to cumulative 
risks from multiple stressors can not be quanti-
fied by mathematical modeling (N=244, missing 2).
The statement was considered rather difficult, and 10 % 
of the respondents choose to take no position. About 
ten percent agreed fully (12 %) and disagreed fully (8.6 
%), and about one third agreed partly (33 %) and disa-
greed partly (37 %).
Figure D.22. The precautionary principle con-
flicts with evidence-based risk management 
(N=242, missing=4).
Strong division of opinions exists among the respond-
ents about this statement. Most of the respondents 
disagreed fully (33 %) or partly ( 23 %), while one quar-
ter agreed partly and less than ten percent agreed fully 
(7.9 %). Several respondents (11 %) took no position.
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Figure D.23. Risks from non-chemical agents 
and stressors are more important than those 
from chemicals (N=244, missing=2).
Over one half of the respondents disagreed with the 
statement. A quarter of the respondents disagreed 
fully (25 %) or partly (29 %). Less than ten percent 
agreed fully (8.2 %) and a quarter of the respondents 
partly (25 %). Many respondents choose to take no 
position (13 %), perhaps reflecting the very generalized 
nature of the statement. 
Figure D.24. Human health risks of chemicals 
are more important than their ecological risks 
(N=245, missing 1).
Most of the respondents did not feel that human health 
risks are more important than ecological risks caused 
by chemicals. A quarter of the respondents disagreed 
fully (27 %) and one third disagreed partly (36 %). Many 
respondents agreed partly (28 %) while relatively few 
agreed fully (6.5 %). Almost all respondents expressed 
an opinion on this statement (no position 3.3 %). 
2.2  
Severity and importance of different types of risks
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Figure D.26. Risk management should always 
tackle worst risks first (N=243, missing=3).
An overwhelming majority agreed fully (42 %) or partly 
(40 %) with the statement. Only 4.1 % of respondents 
disagreed fully and 12.3 % partly. Only 1,6 % of re-
spondents had no position. Note the strong agreement 
despite strong claim (”always”).
Figure D.25. Regarding chemical hazards on 
average, long-term cumulative risks are more 
relevant than immediate risks (N=244, missing=2).
Most respondents agreed with the importance of the 
long-term cumulative risks over immediate risks. One 
fifth (21 %) agreed fully and two fifths (40 %) partly. 
However, one third of the respondents disagreed 
partly (26 %) or fully (8.6 %). The share of no position 
responses was low (4.5 %).
Figure D.27. Risk assessment should be clearly 
separated from risk management (N=245, miss-
ing=1).
Most of the respondents agreed fully (33 %) or partly 
(29 %) with the statement. Less than one fifth disagreed 
partly (17 %) or fully (16 %). 5.3 % of the respondents 
took no position.
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2.3  
Suitable methods for risk assessment
Figure D.30. It is possible to fully standardize 
risk assessments at a European level (N=246, 
missing=0).
A high share of the respondents agreed fully (20 %) or 
partly (41 %) despite string formulation emphasizing 
possibility to ”fully standardize”. Almost a quarter (23 
%) disagreed partly and 13 % fully. 3.7 % of the respond-
ents took no position.
Figure D.29. Animal testing for new chemicals 
can be reduced to a fraction of the present by us-
ing other types of tests (N=242, missing=4).
One quarter (24 %) of the respondents agreed fully and 
two fifths (40 %) partly with the statement, while one 
fifth (19 %) disagreed partly and one tenth (11 %) fully. 
6.2 % of the respondents took no position. 
Figure D.28. It is possible to develop rapid risk 
assessment methods that provide sufficient 
results for making prudent risk management 
decisions (N=244, missing=2).
A high share of the respondents were optimistic about 
the statement. One fifth (20 %) agreed fully and nearly 
half (48 %) partly. 14 % disagreed partly and 8.2 fully. 
Over one tenth (12 %) choose to take no position.
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2.4  
Risk maps
Figure D.32. Risk maps are useful in risk assess-
ments at a European level (N=243, missing=3).
A very high share of the respondents (24 %) did not 
have position on the usefulness of risk maps. However, 
a clear majority felt that they can be useful, with 31 % of 
the respondents agreeing fully and 36 % partly with the 
statement. Less than one tenth (8.2 %) of the respond-
ents disagreed partly and only 1.6 % disagreed fully.
Figure D.33. Risk maps are useful in risk assess-
ments at local (municipal) level (N=243, missing=3)
The opinions about the use of risk maps at local level 
were similar to the opinions considering the European 
level. A very high share of the respondents (23 %) did 
not have position, but a clear majority felt they can be 
useful, with 35 % of the respondents agreeing fully and 
also 35 % agreeing partly with the statement. Less than 
one tenth (6.6 %) disagreed partly and only 1.2 % fully. 
Figure D.31. Economic considerations should 
be completely excluded from risk assessments 
(N=245, missing=1).
The majority of the respondents agreed fully (38 %) or 
partly (24.9 %) with the statement. Almost a quarter (24 
%) of respondents disagreed partly and 12 % fully. Almost 
all respondents expressed negative or positive opinions, 
and the option ”no position” was selected by 0.8 % of 
respondents. 
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Figure D.34. Risk maps of high resolution tend to 
mislead people to believe that depicted risk levels 
express their individual risk (N=241, missing=5).
Many respondents did not express opinion on this state-
ment (24 %). Most respondents agreed fully (17 %) or 
partly (43 %), while 14 % disagreed partly and only 2.5 % 
disagreed fully.
Figure D.35. People should have free access to 
maps of risks in their neighborhood even if they 
could be misinterpreted (N=245, missing=1).
The majority of the respondents agreed fully (27 %) or 
partly (36 %) with the statement. Less than one fifth 
disagreed partly (18 %) and 6.1 % fully. The share of ”no 
position” answers was high (14 %).
Figure D.36. Risk mapping of cumulative risks 
from multiple stressors requires too much 
resources in relation to their information value 
(N=243, missing=3).
Less than one tenth (7.8 %) of the respondents agreed 
fully with the statement; a higher share agreed partly 
(32 %). 22 % of the respondents disagreed partly and 11 
% fully. The high share of ”no position” answers (27 %) 
perhaps indicates an unclear question, e.g. regarding the 
expression ’too much’.
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2.5  
Participatory processes
Figure D.37. Risk management should be strictly 
based on scientific expertise (N=246, missing=0).
Opinions about the statement were polarized. Almost 
one fifth agreed fully (18 %) or disagreed fully (18 %). The 
share of the respondents agreeing partly was 29 % and of 
those disagreeing partly 34 %. Only 1.2 % of the respond-
ents had no position. 
Figure D.38. Risk assessment should be confined to 
a group of independent experts without engaging 
stakeholders or interest groups (N=246, missing=0).
Most of the respondents were inclined to include stake-
holders or interest groups in risk assessment. 15 % of the 
respondents agreed fully and 27 partly with the state-
ment. 25 % disagreed partly, and a very high share (31 %) 
disagreed fully. The share of ”no opinion” answers was 
low (1.2 %). Note that the interpretation is highly depend-
ent on the on the perceived definition/boundaries of risk 
assessment.
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Figure D.39. Only stakeholders with direct eco-
nomic interests should be included in risk man-
agement (N=245, missing=1).
An overwhelming majority (75 %) of respondents 
disagreed fully with the statement and 18 % disagreed 
partly. Only 4.1 % agreed partly and 1.2 fully. 1.2 % of the 
respondents did not have a position.. 
Figure D.40. Stakeholder participation in risk 
management should include all interested parties 
(N=246, missing=0).
Over half (54 %) of the respondents agreed fully and 
almost one third (31 %) partly with the statement. Only 
some respondents disagreed partly (6.5 %) or fully (5.3 
%). 2,8 % of the respondents choose the ”no opinion” 
option.
Figure D.41. Fully integrated treatment of risks is 
precluded by sector differences (N=240, missing=6).
Thies statement had the highest share of no position (45 
%) answers, probably because of the unclear formulation 
of the statement (especially the meaning of sector dif-
ferences may have been unclear). Most of those taking a 
position agreed partly (28 %) or fully (3.8 %). 15 % of the 
respondents disagreed partly and 7.1 % fully.
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2.6  
Possibilities to deal with uncertainties
Figure D.42. Extrapolation from test animals 
to humans can provide useful estimates of risks 
(N=245, missing=1).
A clear majority of the respondents agreed with the state-
ment, 40 % fully and one half (51 %) partly. Only 6.1 % 
disagreed partly and 1.6 fully. 1.6 % of the respondents had 
no position on this statement.
Figure D.43. Using a broad range of risk scenarios 
is one reliable method to handle uncertainties 
(N=244, missing=2).
Over a quarter (28 %) of the respondents agreed fully and 
over half partly with the statement. 9.4 % disagreed partly 
and only 2.5 disagreed fully. 6.6 % of the respondents had 
no position on this subject. 
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Figure D.44. The key to dealing with uncertainties 
is more exact measurement and better validated 
models (N=244, missing=2).
Over one fifth (22 %) of the respondents agreed fully and 
almost half (48 %) partly with the statement. The share of 
those disagreeing partly was 21 % and of those disagree-
ing fully 6.1 %. 2.5 % of the respondents chose the ”no 
position” option.
Figure D.45. The precautionary principle should 
imply that large safety factors are always used 
(N=245, missing=1).
Over one half of the respondents were critical towards 
the statement. 28 % of the respondents disagreed fully 
and 27 % partly. A minority of the respondents agreed 
fully (13 %) or partly (29 %). 3.7 % of the respondents 
took no position.
Figure D.46. Safety factors should be adjusted fre-
quently in the light of new empirical data (N=245, 
missing=1).
Only very few respondents were critical towards the 
statement. Almost half of the respondents agreed fully (47 
%) and 40 % agreed partly. 8.6 % of the respondents disa-
greed partly and only 1.2 fully. The share of ”no position” 
option was 2.4 %. 
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2.7  
Tension between scientific and other knowledge
Figure D.47. Regulatory risk assessments should 
include an obligatory description of the uncertain-
ties (N=246, missing=0).
The statement was met with almost full agreement 
despite the strong requirement of obligation may be due 
to the inclusiveness of ’description’. Two thirds (69 %) of 
the respondents agreed fully and 28 % partly. The share 
of those disagreeing partly was 1.6 %. No respondent 
disagreed fully. The share of respondents taking no posi-
tion was 2.0 %
Figure D.48. Professional judgments by risk ex-
perts are heavily influenced by social factors such 
as political position, affiliation and public atti-
tudes (N=244, missing=2).
17 % of the respondents agreed fully and 38 % agreed 
partly with the statement. A quarter (26 %) of the re-
spondents disagreed partly and 12 % disagreed fully. 7.4 % 
chose the option ”no position.”
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Figure D.49. Adverse effects and risks of chemicals 
are over-represented in scientific literature com-
pared with their benefits (N=244, missing=2).
Rather many agreed fully (13 %) or partly 30 %) with the 
statement. However, 27 % of the respondents disagreed 
partly and 18 % fully. The share of those taking no posi-
tion is noticeable high (12 %).
Figure D.50. It is the task of risk experts to 
educate the public about the true risks (N=245, 
missing=1).
A clear majority of the respondents agreed with the 
statement, 28 % fully and almost one half (47 %) partly. 
17 % disagreed partly and 5.7 disagreed fully. The share of 
the respondents taking no position was 1.6 %.
2.8  
The role of communication and deliberation processes
Figure D.51. Most risk controversies are caused by 
a lack of expert information to the public (N=245, 
missing=1).
The majority of the respondents agreed fully (22 %) 
or partly (40 %) with the statement. One third of the 
respondents (22 %) disagreed partly and 11 % disagreed 
fully. 4.5 % of the respondents took no position.
Figure D.52. Pointing out all uncertainties confus-
es people and makes regulatory decision making 
more cumbersome (N=245, missing =1).
Most of the respondents agreed with the statement. 
However, an equal share of respondents agreed fully (14 
%) and disagreed fully (14 %). Almost one half (48 %) of 
agreed partly and over fifth (22 %) djsagreed partly. 
Figure D.53. The media usually exaggerate risks 
especially when human health is at stake (N=245, 
missing=1).
Almost half (45 %) of the respondents agreed fully and 
over third (36 %) partly with the statement. One out of 
ten (11 %) of the respondents disagreed partly and 3.3 % 
disagreed fully. 4.5 % of the respondents took no position. 
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Figure D.54. News media should provide more 
detailed information on risks to the public (N=243, 
missing=3).
Almost one third (31 %) of the respondents agreed fully 
and half (51 %) agreed partly with the statement. A minor-
ity disagreed partly (12 %) and almost no-one fully (0.4 %). 
5.3 % of the respondents took no position. 
Figure D.55. Risk comparisons are suitable instru-
ments for effective risk communication (N=243, 
missing=3).
Almost one third (32 %) of the respondents agreed fully 
and half (49 %) partly with the statement, while over 
one tenth (12 %) disagreed partly and 2.9 % disagreed 
fully. ”No position” option was selected by 4.5 % of the 
respondents.
Figure D.56. Public risk perceptions should influ-
ence risk management decisions (N=244, missing=2).
Rather many respondentz disagreed with the statement. 
The share of those disagreeing fully was 23 %. the share 
of those partly disagreeing was 26 %. Almost one third of 
the respondents agreed partly (31 %) and 14 % fully. 5.3 % 
of the respondents took no position. 
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3  
Views on risk maps
3.1  
Correspondence between visual evaluations of risk levels in the maps
The maps of estimated toxicological risks from pesticides to the three groups of or-
ganisms and cumulatively in different grids of Denmark (see Annex A) are based on 
information on exposures (in terrestrial and aquatic environments) and on sensitiv-
ity of species in the respective organism groups. The exact procedure of deriving the 
quantitative estimates of risk levels is not presented here, as we are concerned with 
general aspects and views of presenting and using such information in map form, 
and particularly with questions of integrated treatment. 
The respondents ranked designated map grids in terms of their perceived level of 
risk to three classes of freshwater organisms (Figures D.57, D.59, D.61) and in terms 
of the cumulated risk (Figure D.63).
In evaluations of the rank order of designated map grids with respect to risk to 
algae, the majority of the respondents ranked the risk represented by grid 20 as high-
est. However, opinions concerning the order of grids 9 and 11 for the second rank and 
grids 10 and 12 for the fourth rank were closely divided.
Regarding the map depicting risks to Daphnia freshwater flea, the opinion on the 
order of the grid was almost unanimous, most respondents ranking grid 12 highest, 
followed by grids 20, 9, 11 and 10.
The opinions on the order of the grids in terms of risks to fish were in between 
those of algae and Daphnia, in terms of consistency; while grid 20 was ranked clearly 
highest, opinions were divided as to the order of grids 9 and 12 for the second high-
est rank.
The rankings by the respondents were compared with ’true’ rankings obtained 
from the area-weighted average of the risk level within each grid, for the three types 
of risks considered and for the aggregated or ’cumulative’ risk. The data for the areas 
and risk levels were obtained from NERI, based on the sub-area designations and the 
numerical estimates of risks that were used to produce the maps. The area-weighted 
average of a risk represents the integral of the single risk levels for that grid. The 
cumulative risk correspondingly represents the integral over these areal integrals. In 
terms of risk perception and evaluation of risk information given in maps, the areal 
integral of a risk and of all three risks in a grid is related to the area and density of 
the colour in that grid.
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Figure D.57. Rankings of the order of 
designated map grids in terms of risk 
to freshwater algae. 
Figure D.58. Calculated risk values 
for algae.
Calculated values are rescaled to percent 
of maximum set to 100% for the squares 
included to the survey. The ”Algae_m%” 
bars are only based on land areas, exclud-
ing the marine areas, thus reflecting the 
load per unit of land area. The ”Algae_
s%” bars reflect the total load within each 
square on the map.
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Figure D.60. Calcu-
lated risk values for 
Daphnia (see explana-
tions in Figure D.58).
Figure D.59. Rankings of the order 
of designated map grids in terms of 
risk to freshwater Daphnia. 
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Figure D.62. Calculated 
risk values for Fish (see 
explanations in Figure 
D.58).
Figure D.61. Rankings of the order of 
designated map grids in terms of risk 
to freshwater fish.
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Figure D.64. Calculated 
risk values for Com-
bined risk (see explana-
tions in Figure D.58).
Figure D.63. Rankings of the 
order of designated map grids 
in terms of cumulative risk to all 
classes of organisms considered.
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3.2  
Agreement with statements regarding risk maps 
Figure D.65. The combined map is 
easy to understand (N=244, miss-
ing=2).
A majority of the respondents were criti-
cal towards the intelligibility of the com-
bined map. One third of the respondents 
disagreed fully (34 %) and a greater share 
(38 %) partly with the statement. One 
fifth of the respondents agreed partly and  
7.4 % fully. The share of respondents tak-
ing no position was 1.6 %.
Figure D.66. The combined map is 
interesting (N=244, missing=2).
A third (33 %) of the respondents 
agreed fully and nearly half (46 %) 
agreed partly with the statement. 11 
% of the respondents disagreed partly 
and 7.4 % disagreed fully. 3.3 % took no 
position.
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Figure D.67. The combined map 
easily confuses non-specialists 
(N=242, missing=4).
Almost half (46 %) of the respond-
ents agreed fully and over third (35 
%) agreed partly with the statement. 
Only 8.7 % of the respondents disa-
greed partly and 5.0 % fully. 5.4 % of 
the respondents took no position.
Figure D.68. The combined map 
is a potentially good tool for 
raising public awareness (N=244, 
missing=2).
Most of the respondents were 
skeptical towards the potential of the 
combined map to raise public aware-
ness. Over half of the respondents 
disagreed fully (26 %) or partly (28 
%) with the statement. However, 
substantial share (34 %) of the re-
spondents agreed partly. 7.4 % of the 
respondents agreed fully and 5.4 % 
took no position.
Figure D.69. The combined map is 
a potentially good tool for inform-
ing decision makers (N=244, miss-
ing=2).
The combined map was considered to 
have more potential to inform decisions 
makers than to raise public awareness. 
16 % of the respondents agreed fully 
with the statement. Many respondents 
made reservations, reflected by the 
high share (46 %) of those who agreed 
partly. A fifth (21 %) of the respondents 
disagreed partly and 13 % fully with the 
statement. 3.7 % of the respondents 
took no position. 
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Annex E.  
Comments from respondents
At the end of the questionnaire the respondents were invited to give additional 
comments. General level responses are collected below, focusing on methodologi-
cal  issues. Some specific responses are dealt with the presentations of the results. 
In addition to responses gained from the questionnaire (N=47), some respondents 
contacted the research team by e-mail, asking for technical assistance or clarifications 
and thereby providing comments. 
•	 The most often mentioned reason for unwillingness to answer was limited 
time. It is unlikely that a questionnaire quicker to fill in would have resulted 
in significantly higher response rate, as the time mentioned at the cover letter 
(15-20 minutes) was already relatively low. One respondent however stated 
that 15 minutes is not enough for filling in the survey.
•	 The main critique was concerned with ambiguous and potentially confu-
sing use of terms in the questionnaire that made answering difficult, such as 
hazard and risk e.g. in maps and the definition of the precautionary principle. 
This critique was expected because of the diversity of survey population. 
Some respondents wrote that they were not familiar with all concepts while 
others wanted more specified use of terminology. For example, the difference 
between the concepts of hazard and risk was brought up. 
•	 Many respondents considered the survey interesting, attractive, well-made 
and modern.
•	 The risk mapping section of the questionnaire induced most of the comments. 
Several respondents commented that choices of colours influence perceptions 
of risk maps, and colour blindness is one basic limitation for use of colours. 
The difficulties of comparing map squares was also highlighted. The issue of 
how to present uncertainties in maps was raised. Some however expressed 
that they found the task to interpret the maps  interesting, and that they could 
make comparisons they were satisfied with.
• It is hard to differentiate between utility of information if available and need 
for information before proceeding; also the question of utility of the informa-
tion for different parties was taken up. Some respondents felt that simplistic 
statements of the importance of various kinds of information without a sense 
of the scale of the decision to be made or the context are problematic.  
•	 Multiple-choice questions were found to be overly simplistic and context-de-
pendent by some, and “partially” answers were used to mean that it depends 
on exactly what is done. On the other hand, the difference between partly 
agrees or partly disagrees is so subtle that might be interpreted in different 
ways by different people.
•	 It is hard to judge the impact of widespread moderate colour versus localized 
high colour in ranking areas, since one has to guess at how the scale’s diffe-
rent levels translate into actual impact.
•	 It is impossible to say whether risks from non-chemicals are more important 
than chemical risks. 
•	 Experts cannot educate the public about the true risk, as there is no such thing 
as true risk; they could educate about the most probable risk but unfortunate-
ly disagree. 
•	 An urgent need was stressed for better trans-disciplinary integration of en-
vironmental and human health aspects of risk assessments and risk manage-
ment, e.g. by more eco-epidemiolological studies.
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YMPÄRISTÖN-
SUOJELU
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
Environmental and health risks caused by chemical substances and other stressors are often highlighted in 
professional and public debates. Public perceptions of risks from chemicals have been studied extensively, 
but relatively little attention has been paid to the production and use of information on such risks. This re-
port presents the results from a survey that focused on issues related to European level risk assessment, 
management and communication around chemicals control, on uses and limits of knowledge in these ac-
tivities, and on relationships between chemical risks and other risks. The survey was targeted to chemical 
experts, researchers and stakeholder representatives working with issues related to chemical risks. 
The issues explored with the survey include:
•   The role of various types of risk information in a regulatory and a broader communicative context
•   The role of communication and deliberation processes, including participation
•   Quantification of risks and uncertainties and tensions between different sources of knowledge
•   Severity and importance of different types of risks
•   Principle-level issues in risk management
•   Suitable methods of risk assessment
•   The use of risk maps.
All of these issues have implications for the conduct of risk assessments and in particular for the use of 
the results they provide. The results of risk assessment are frequently contested and challenged. A better 
understanding of the diversity in framing relevant information and in the intended and likely use of infor-
mation may guide researchers and analysts developing methods. Although there is no definitive solution 
to the fundamental problem of interpretation, an increased awareness of possible interpretations and of 
their relationships with risk information can be of essential help to developers and appliers of methods, to 
those providing information for them, and to those steering these activities.
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